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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes, by means of a modified natural phonolo
gical model, the phonological component of the Chimalapa Zoque language
spoken in southern Mexico.

An analysis of the processes occurring in

the production of Zoque speech has resulted in the conclusion that a
system of interrelated hierarchically-ordered rules and processes exist
which generate the speech output of a native Zoque speaker.
tinct sets of phonological rules are described herein.

Four dis

Morphophonemic

rules are those applied earlier to an abstract underlying form due to
their grammatical conditioning and more radical changes.

Following

those rules are the careful speech allophonic processes which are phys
iologically motivated and which interact to produce the phonetic form
that leaves the speaker's lips.

When the Zoque speaker begins to talk

faster and unguardedly, a separate set of co-existent casual speech
allophonic processes are applied among the regular allophonic processes
to produce a modified speech output.

For those foreign words which find

their way into a Zoque speaker's vocabulary, a special set of loan word
rules are applied to assimilate unfamiliar forms into the regular Zoque
phonological patterns.

In addition to these four sets of rules and pro

cesses whose ordering relationships are summarized, there exist con
straints on the segmental distribution within Zoque morphemes which are
described axiomatically.

VI 1

INTRODUCTION
This p^per describes the phonology of the Chimalapa Zoque language}
hereafter referred to as CZ, using a modified natural phonological model.
The phonological component of a grammar of CZ consists of morphophonemic
rules and allophonic processes.

In addition, casual speech processes

form a superimposed or coexistent set of natural processes ordered among
regular allophonic processes.

Loan phonological rules exist to govern

the assimilation of foreign words into the CZ lexicon.

I am describing

in this paper the specific rules which fall with-’n the above categories
and the interrelationships which exist among them which require a partial
ordering in their application.

In addition, morpheme structure or seg

mental distribution is also described.
The model used in this paper draws its base from the natural
phonological theory presented in recent years by David Stampe and
others.

This theory is an outgrowth of generative phonological theory

which in general received its impetus in 1968 with the publishing of
The Sound Pattern of English by Chomsky and Halle and which has evolved
since then by changes and refinements.

A sampling of those works affect

ing generative phonological theory in general and natural phonology in
^Chimalapa Zoque is a language in the Zoque-Mixe language
family spoken by an estimated 5,000 people centering in the area of
the town of Santa Marta Chimalapa in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec region
of the state of Oaxaca in southern Mexico. The present paper is based
upon field work in the town of Santa Marta Chimalapa for a period of
nine months in 1972 and 1973, interspersed by two linguistic workshops
held by the Sunnier Institute of Linguistics in Mitla, Oaxaca, during
the fall 1972 and spring 1974.
1

2
particular, along with other works consulted in the writing of this
paper are included in the bibliography.

CHAPTER I
PHONEMES
Feature Matrices
The Chimalapa Zoque language as spoken today includes a consider
able number of foreign words, predominantly Spanish in origin.

If one

includes these loan words in his analysis, a feature matrix representing
all the intersystemic contrasts to be found would not provide an accurate
account of the native phonemic inventory, restrictively speaking, since
the two systems, Spanish and Zoque, conflict phonologically, and many of
the Spanish loan words have not been completely assimilated, if we use
the criteria assumed by Fries and Pike.1

Those authors imply that two

or more phonemic systems may coexist within the speech patterns of a
language, and I contend that this is the case for Chimalapa Zoque
speakers.

In many cases the allophonic and morpheme structure conflicts

coexist and are accepted by the Zoque speakers.

This interpretation of

Spanish forming a coexistent phonemic system rather than merging has been
O
made in a related language in a similar situation.
For this reason I am
^Charles C. Fries and Kenneth L. Pike, "Coexistent Phonemic Systems,"
Language. 25 (1949):29-50. On page 33 one assumption the authors make is:
"A loan sequence of phonemes can be considered completely assimilated when
(a) it parallels the sequences occurring in native materials, or is analo
gous to them; when (b) its occurrence in relation to grammatical bounda
ries is the same as sequences in native words; and vhen (c) the words con
taining it are in common use by the monolinguals; or ... when it serves as
a pattern for the development of new sequences in the native materials."
p
John C. Crawford, Totontepec Hixe Phunotagmemics (Normat.. Okla.:
Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1963), pp. 81-83.
3
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presenting two separate feature matrices: one providing a strictly native
phonemic inventory, and another representing Spanish spoken in the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec region of southern Mexico, that pattern which coexists with
native CZ.
Native Feature Matrix
A matrix indicating the features of all the native CZ phonemes ex
cluding Spanish loan words appears below.

Consonant and vowel matrices

are separated, with the glides /y.w,/ being included in the vowel matrix.
Consonant matrix
p t c k ? s h m n o 1 r

MAJOR CLASS:
Syllabic:
Consonantal:
Sonorant:

—
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
+ + + + + + + + + + + +

CONSONANT PLACE:
Apical:
Back:
Glottal:

- + + -- + -- + - + +
+ + - +

MANNER:
Nasal:
Closure:
Sii; Slant:
Lateral:

+ + + + + -- + + + --

Vowel matrix
; i a u o y w
Syllabic:
Consonantal:
Sonorant:

+ + + + + +

High:
Mid:
Front:
Back:

+

- -

+ ++ + + + + +
_

+

_

+

_

+ +
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Spanish Feature Matrix
The following feature matrix represents the phonemes found in
Isthmus Spanish, some of which coexist with, while others assimilate
to, the Zoque pattern, either partially or completely as noted in the
loan phonology section.
Consonant matrix
p t c k b d g f s
MAJOR CLASS:
Syllabic:
Consonantal:
Sonorant:
CONSONANT PLACE:
Apical:
Back:
Palatal:
Dental:
MANNER:
Nasal:
Closure:
Sibilant:
Slow Release:
Voiced:
Lateral:

h^m n n 1 r r

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
+ + + + ++ + + + + + + + + + +

- +
_ _ _ + _

- +

+
-

- +

+ + + + + + + -- - + + +- -- - - - +

—
+
+ + -- -+ + + + + +

Vowel matrix
i e a u o y w
Syllabic:
Consonantal:
Sonorant:

+ + + + + - -

High:
Front:
Back:

+ - - + -+ +

+ + + + + + +

^Regular Spanish /x/ is realized as /h/ in the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec.
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Phonemic Contrasts
As implied in the first feature matrix, no phonemic contrasts
occur within native words between voiceless obstruents /p,t,c,k/ and
their voiced counterparts /b,d,^,g/ since the latter are derived from
the former.

Those segments which share certain features which might

cause them to be suspect phonemically are contrasted below.
The nasals /m,n,o/ contrast in identical environments as follows:
/m /

sampa

'he is warming himself'

/n/

sanpa

'he is becoming satiated'

/ 0/

sagpa

'he is clearing the land'

The apical 1obstruents /t,c,s/ also contrast in identical environ
ments:

It /

tagpa

'he splits it'

/c/

cagpa

'he pats it'

/s/

sagpa

'he is clearing the land'

/k,? ,h/ contrast in identical environments both word-initially
and medially:
/k/

ka?spa

'he paces'

biki?

'Peel it!'

/?/

?a?spa

'he opens his mouth'

£i?i?

'Give it!'

/h/

ha?spa

'he is roasting it'

Cihi?

'Throw it!'

The bilabials /p,m/ contrast word-initially and medially:
/P/

pin

'person'

hupi?

'Pull it!'

/m/

min

'sweet potato'

humi?

'cliff'

The 1iquids /l,r/ have a very limited distribution in native CZ
words,

/r/ occurs predominantly word-medially between identical vowels,

occurs word-finally in only one word, /nakstir/ 'sling', and in a few
instances varies freely with word-initial /!/.

/!/ occurs word-medially

7
usually between non-identical vowels with few exceptions, and wordinitially but never word-finally.

The two do, however,

contrast

anal

ogously:
/1 /

p414

1(a tiny fish)'

/r/

kuru

1squirrel 1

The six oral vowels /i,e,i,a,u,o/ contrast as follows:
/i/

pi Qpa

'he picks up'

/e/

penpa

'he plants (trees)'

/ 4/

?ir)pa

'he is sleepy'

/a/

pagpa

'he is deaf'

/u/

pugpa

'it is spilling'

/o/

porjpa

'it is burning'

The first three analogous contrasts of /i,e,4/ above also occur
in identical environments:

m

pitpa

'he wraps it'

/e/

petpa

'he sweeps'

74/

pitpa

'he plucks (feathers)'

Phonemic contrasts for Spanish will not be provided in this paper
since there are many published words available regarding that language
and a focus on Spanish phonology is not the intent of this paper.

The

loan phonology section will discuss those areas of comparison or co
existence where pertinent.
If one were to analyze CZ native words and loan words as a body,
as Wonderly has done for Chiapas Zoque,1 intersystemic contrasts would
^William L. Wonderly, "Phonemic Acculturation in Zoque,"
International Journal of American Linguistics 12 (1946):92-95, and
"Zoque II: Phonemes and Morphophonemes," International Journal of
American Linguistics 17 (1951):105-23.
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yield a different phonemic inventory which is, in effect, a blend of
CZ and Spanish:
/p,t,c,e,k,?,b,d,g,p,s,h,m,n,P1,r),l ,r,F',w,y,i,i,u,e,o,a/.

CHAPTER II
ALIOPHONTC PROCESSES
Allophonic processes, for the purpose of this paper, may be
considered those processes which are physically or mentally motivated
or context-sensitive and are applied late in derivations to produce
the phonetic fonti, or regular speech output, of a Zoque speaker.
The presentation of these processes is based more on frequency
of occurrence or priority given to those processes which are more
apparent than others, not on order of application.

Where rule order

ing is pertinent it will be discussed, and an inventory of all rules
in their order of application is provided later in this paper.
Stress
Stress in CZ is an allophonic process which is conditioned by
grammatical and lexical considerationsJ

The placement of stress, when

predictable, is determined by phonological word boundaries.

A phono

logical word, or simply "word" in this section, in CZ is an utterance
of speech involving from one to several syllables which usually is a
single grammatical word, but may consist of more than one grammatical
word, as in a noun phrase, verb phrase, or a complete clause.

I am in

clined to agree with Bolinger that the location of sentential stress or
V o r a discussion of grammatical effects on phonology, I refer the
reader to Richard A. Rhodes, "Non-phonetic Environments in Natural Phono
logy," in Papers from the Parasession on Natural Phonology, Chicago Lin
guistic Society (April 1974):285-96.
9
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accent is as much a matter of information as of structure, and is not
solely explainable by syntax or morphologyJ

There are, however dis

cernible patterns of stress placement occurring in CZ which are des
cribed herein.
Stress is marked by a higher pitch and intensity accompanied by an
automatic change in vowel length or rearticulation after a glottal stop
preceding a single consonant and a vowel (i.e., in an open syllable).
Two degrees of stress occur in CZ: primary and secondary stress.

Pri

mary stress has a relatively higher intensity than secondary stress, and
generally is higher in pitch, though the pitch difference between primary
and secondary stress is sometimes indistinguishable.
curs predominantly on the penult of a word.

Primary stress oc

In the case of a phonolo

gical word which ends in a monosyllabic stem, the primary stress falls
on the final monosyllabic stem rather than on the penult.

When a se

quence of Vj?V.j occurs (Vi = identical vowel) as an underlying form or as
a result of a ?V1--initial suffix or stem following a V1-(?)-final stem or
other preordered suffix or as a result of an umlaut rule which causes two
non-identical vowels to become identical, the primary stress passes over
a penultimate second-member identical vowel and is placed upon the first
identical vowel member.

A word consisting of three or more syllables has

4

in addition to primary stress, a secondary stress which occurs on the
first syllable.

An exception to this secondary stress assignment occurs

in the case of a polysyllabic phonological word in which a monosyllabic
pronominal or pre-verbal stem occurs as the first member.

In this case

the secondary stress passes over the monosyllabic stem and is applied to
^Dwight Bolinger, "Accent is Predictable (If You're a Mind-Reader),"
Language 48 (1972):633-44.

n
the first syllable following.1

The following data illustrate these

stress patterns in various forms of single phonological words.

Vowel

length and rearticulation after glottal stop are shown accompanying
stress when preceding a single consonant and a vowel.

Primary stress

will be marked by an acute accent (') and secondary stress by a grave
accent (').
?d:wat
te ?a:wat
ho: ho
ka ho:ho
Sf?1Ci
te p4n
ka t*k
y4 n4?
?6:kop4n
mli:sant4k
£i :nun4?
hu:ku:t4
t4n hu:ku:t4
s&:pd:ne
min s4:p^:ne
?a:n^:sa
ka ?&:nd:sa
w4:ti?
ka w4:ti ?anci:sa
?4n w4:ti t4k
cd?epa
?4y CC?epa
nl?icC?epa
wat i?am4
ney l:s4tcthpa
mlnkC?tpa
mlnsukkd?tpa
mlnsukke?tpa ?ftt4
wl:tu?upa
wl:tu?pay n4ks4
n4kspan k4 cC?ew4

'louse*
'the louse1
'palm tree'
'that palm tree'
'sugar cane'
'the person'
'that house'
'this water'
’lady' (?oko 'female', p4n)
'church'
'honey' (Cinu 'bee', n4? 'water')
'fi re'
'our fire'
'mamey' (fruit)
'your maney'
'orange'
'that orange'
'big'
'that big orange'
'my big house'
‘he washes'
'he washes it'
'he washes clothes'
'he isn't watching'
'they see each other'
'he is coming again'
'they come again'
'they were going to come again*
'he returns'
'he is coming and going'
'I am going to wash my hands'

^Exceptions may occur with monosyllabic pronominal stems which,
for reason of focus, have gone through a transform and have been moved
to the left edge of a sentence, and in effect are assigned phonological
word or sentential status in themselves, thus requiring a primary stress
placement. In addition, there are classes of words or phrases which
appear to perform a type of discourse function, such as introducers,
usually located on the left edge of a sentence, which are not consist
ently subject to regular stress patterns, often receiving no stress at
all.
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Most Spanish loan words have retained their Spanish stress:
/doktor/ 'doctor'; /myerkoles/ 'Wednesday'; /mehiko/ 'Mexico.'

One

exception is /k^pwe/ (Spanish /kaf£/) 'coffee' perhaps indicating its
earlier borrowing and assimilation to the CZ stress pattern.

Only one

widespread exception to this stress pattern in native CZ words has been
heard:

/wlkiti?g/ 'cicaida' which probably is onomatopoetic.

Individ

ual Zoque speakers idiolectally stress a few words not containing a
final monosyllabic stem as though they did, while other CZ speakers do
not.

For example, one informant consistently stresses the conditional

marker /-pi?t/ as in the word /?otooo4pi?t/ [?6:toooi-p-f?t] while all
other speakers pronounce it as [?6:tooo*:pi'?t].
For the regular stress patterns which occur in native CZ words,
we write three stress rules:

two primary stress rules, one covering

monosyllabic stems, the other covering penultimate stress, and one sec
ondary stress rule.

A new symbol ($) is being introduced which design

ates a stress group or phonological word boundary.
Primary Stress-]:

V

Primary Stress2 :
Secondary Stress:

->-[+stressl ] /#C0__C0$
->-[+str<?ssl] /__ (?Vn;)C]VC0$

V

->-[+stress2] /$Cq__ (C-jV) 2

Secondary Stress Condition:

Excluding monosyllabic pronominal
or pre-verbal stems

Vowel Lengthening and Rearticulation
All CZ vowels become long when they carry either primary or sec
ondary stress preceding a single consonant and a vowel, if the following
consonant is not a glottal stop:
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On primary stress ('):
Gloss

Incompletive

'bend1
'kick'
'weave1
'carry on back'
'shoot'
'scold'

kitpa
kdppa
tdkpa
c4mpa
tuhpa
kdspa

Imperative
ki:t4?
ke:pa?
td:ki?
c4:mi?
tu:hi?
k6:sa?

On secondary stress ['):
pi:c4mpa
m£:cci?ar)
m£:santik
k4:tukpa
?u:nu?gdhpa
w6:ko?r>ay

'he is leaving'
'two'
'church'
'he is passing'
'it is getting soft'
'palmetto' (plant)

Not preceding /?/:
£f?i?
nd?a
pd?ak
m4?a
nu?u
nd ?a

'Give it:
'wail'
'sweet'
'deer'
'dog5
'Burn it!

It can be added that no monosyllabic stems of the form CV occur
in CZ, thus a vowel would never be long before a word break.

The above

change can be captured in the following vowel lengthening rule:^
Vowel Lengthening:

V
-+ [+long] /
[+stress]

f C
V
|[-glot]!

Also in conjunction with stress, a primary or secondary stressed
vowel preceding a glottal stop is rearticulated after the glottal stop
preceding a single consonant and a vowel.

hLre, as in vowel lengthening,

if the consonant is a glottal stop the rearticulation does not occur.
A glottal stop, however, is not apparent in this position in the surface
1Though I would prefer to write this rule without the use of
braces, the fact that glottal /h/ is treated as other consonants in this
rule forces this description, since [-glottal]would also exclude /h/.
An alternative would be to write a condition that C f ?.
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structure because glottal clusters are reduced by a later ordered
glottal reduction rule.
On primary stress ('):
Gloss

Incompletive

'climb1
'ask for'
'find'
'disembowel'
'pull out (post)'
'swallow'

kf?mpa
cd?kpa
pd?tpa
p4?cpa
cd?ppa
wu?kpa

Imperative
ki?im4?
cd?eka?
pd?at4?
p4?4c4?
cd?opa?
wd?uk4?

On secondary stress ('):
n l? ic d ? e p a
h£?ep4kpa
Cct?ak4t4kho?
k4?4cdopa
pCi?uhd:yu?
k6?ocam£(n

1he is washing clothes1
'he is breathing'
'under the rock'
'he is marrying'
'specie of goatsucker'
'brains/gizzard'

Some examples of rearticulation being blocked by glottal stop are
Gloss

Incompletive

+ intransitive /-?oy/

'give'
'wash'
'sift'
'release'

d f ? ip a
cd?epa

d l?d y p a
cd?dypa
p&?dypa
pC)?dypa

po(?apa
pii?upa

The existence of /?/ in the suffix /-?oy/ above can be attested
by its metathesis with sonorant consonants and voicing of obstruents
to be described later.
It must be noted at this point, however, that this rearticulation
does not occur across word boundaries as is shown in the following
examples:
k4?

'hands'

te?y k4 cd?ew4

'he washed his hands'

In the above example the /?/ of /k4?/ is deleted by a later
ordered allophonic glottal deletion rule.
verb:

This is in contrast to the

15
k4?4cdr)pa

‘he is marrying'
(/k4?/ 'hands' plus /'■•'^pa/ 'he meets')

where the compounding results in a fusion as one grammatical word.

In

such an instance vowel rearticulation then occurs as usual.
Other examples of non-occurrence of rearticulation across word
boundaries in which similar changes occur are:
n4?
te ni hbyhoySukpa

'water'
'the water is fragrant'

The latter example is in contrast to:
te ri4?4ho mtfkpa

'he is falling in the water’

in which the suffix /-ho?/ 'in' follows /n4?/.
ca?
te Cci kitukpa

'rock'
'he is passing

the rock'

Here again the latter example is in contrast to:
te c&?ak4t4kho?

'under the rock*

where the suffix /-k4t>kho?/ 'under'follows /ca?/ ’rock'.
Thus this rule must be word bounded.

Stanley has discussed the

effects of boundaries on surrounding segments and suggests ranking a
rule on the basis of the "strength" of the boundary which blocks it or
is required in its structural description for its application; i.e., a
sentence-bounded rule is stronger than a phrase-bounded rule, a phrasebounded rule is stronger than a word-bounded rule, et cJ

A rule that

is sentence-bounded can therefore apply across a word or phrase boundary
wrereas a word-bounded rule can only apply within a word or across a
morpheme boundary, which is weaker, but cannot apply across a word,
phrase, or sentence boundary.

In the case of Chimalapa Zoque, boundaries

^Richard Stanley, "Boundaries in Phonology," in A Festschrift for
Morris Halle, eds. Stephen R. Anderson and Paul Kiparsky (New York:
Rinehart & Winston, 1973), pp. 185-206.
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play an important part in almost all the phonological rules discussed
in this paper.

Many CZ rules have boundary markers appearing in their

structural descriptions, but where a boundary marker is not explicitly
written in the structural description of a rule, i.e., when a boundary
blocks the application of a particular rule, it is not apparent how the
rule is ranked, boundary-wise.

In the absence of any better way of

expressing this ranking, we will explicitly state as a condition how a
rule is bound or blocked in its application where pertinent.
Based upon the data above and the boundary considerations, the
following vowel rearticulation rule might be postulated:
Vowel Rearticulation:
Condition:

Vi
?
[+stress]

'

'

/ _ ( [[+giot]
1
h

Word-bounded

A glance at the vowel lengthening and vowel rearticulation rules
indicates similarity not only in the conditioning environments but also
in the process taking place.

Other than the word-bounded condition

applied to the vowel rearticulation rule the conditioning environments
would be alike.

It can be stated, however, that making vowel lengthen

ing word-bounded would not affect the actual application of the rule.
The only possible occurrence of a stressed vowel preceding a word
boundary would be in a monosyllabic stem.

Since no monosyllabic stems

/

occur in the form CV, the sequence CV#CV does not exist, therefore vowel
lengthening is, in effect, word-bounded.
The conditioning environments in these two rules can therefore
be made identical, and, by making the occurrence of the glottal stop
optional after the vowel, the vowel rearticulation and vowel lengthening
rules can be collapse" into a single vowel rearticulation and lengthen
ing (VRL) rule:
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VRL:

0 -►V-j /

Vi

(?)

V

[+stress]
Condition:

Word-bounded
Palatalization

In native CZ words the alveolars /c,s,n/ become palatal
[£,$,n] respectively after /y/.
across word boundaries.

These allophonic processes can occur

The palatals [£,S] also occur preceding an

optional consonant followed by /i/.

This latter process does not

occur across word boundaries.^
The following examples in pertinent phonetic form illustrate the
occurrence of [£,S,fi] after /y/:
Gloss

'is . . . ing'

'ask for'
'make
’leave behind'
'kiss'
'pull out1
'fry
's hake down'
'wipe body'
'smel1'
'close house'
'plant (seeds)'
'stack (wood)'
'name'
'club'
'grasp'
'break'

ce?kpa
c4kpa
cakpa
cu?kpa
co?ppa
se?tpa
s4?ypa
sacpa
su?kpa
socpa
nippa
nekpa
n4hi?ahpa
nakspa
nukpa
no?cpa

cokpa
te?y puy dokpa
-co?c
huydo?cpa
cecpa
kuy decpa
suyu?

'is . . . ing i
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y
?4y

de?kpa
£4kpa
dakpa
du?kpa
do?ppa
Se?tpa
$4?ypa
Sacpa
Su?kpa
Socpa
ftippa
ftekpa
fT4hi?ahpa
ftakspa
fiukpa
fto?cpa

'it is healing '
'his thigh is healing'
'first' (verb suffix)
'he is buying first'
'he is carving 1
'he is carving wood'
'pot'

”*[d,S] may also occur before /y/ in casual speech form for some
speakers. See casual speech discussion.
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te yomi?y suyu?
sawa
waya'/y sawa
-suk
?a?msukoa
?a?mhaysukpa
naypa
te kuy naypa
poyn4hi

'the woman's pot'
'wind'
'cold wind'
'3 person plural subject'
'they look at (it)'
'they look at it for him'
'it is sprouting'
'the tree is sprouting'
'sometimes'

It is noteworthy that the allophone [n] is not spoken by all CZ
speakers, but that it has been lost by many.

It is probable therefore,

that the language is in a state of change with regard to /n/.

[n] may

have occurred before /i/ also, as [c] and [s] presently do, however,
there is no present evidence to support this.
It has been stated that [c] and [s] also occur preceding an
optional consonant followed by /i/, and that these changes do not
occur across word boundaries.

The following data in pertinent phonetic

form illustrate this process:
meca?ag
mechi?
t4cpa
t4ci
t4?ckin
cm

'two'
'the two of them'
'it is drying'
'dry'
'castor plant'
'pine tree'

maktasag
maktashi?
?4y is^a
ha?y isi
?isnitum
sis
?uspi
?usi?i g

'four'
‘the four of them'
'he sees it'
'he did not see it'
'straight'('to see as one')
'meat'
'alligator'
'a little bit*

That these changes do not occur across word boundaries can be
attested by the following data:
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/__(C)i

/__#(C)i

ti?ckin
'castor plant'
£i opa
'he is bathing
Vuspi
'a 11igator'
v .
sis
'meat'

capac kineya
'red eating banana'
capac i?ini?
'pink cloud'
te Sis pic y4k
'the meat is very black
?iw4?s issi
'Who saw it?'

At this juncture it is worth noting that [£,s,n] do not occur
before /y/ for most Zoque speakers (with the exception of a casual
speech rule for some speakers to be covered later).

This appears to

be a counter-example of Neeld's hierarchy of palatalizing environments
which assumes that if /i/ is a palatalizing factor, then /y/ is an im
plied palatalizing factor, since /y/ is considered a higher palatal
izing factor than /i/J

The failure of /y/ to palatalize a preceding

/c,s,n/ can be seen in the following illustrations:
sacyonpa
te pac yukpoyyi
?isyonpa
te po?s yonn4
si?nyonpa
te p4n ye?cci

'he is wiping it off'
'the skunk ran'
'he is watching it fall'
'the guayaba fell down'
'pounding, he vibrates it'
'the man arrived'

On the basis of the preceding data, rules showing these allophonic
processes can be postulated.

Since [h] does not appear in all the same

environments as [c] and [s], and apparently is in a state of change, in
addition to the fact that /c,s,n/ do not form a natural class, it would
seem more feasible to oFfer a separate rule for [n].

Likewise, the two

different conditioning environments for [c] and [s] involve different
boundaries or ranking, i.e., palatalization before (C)i is word-bounded
^Ronald L. Neeld, "Remarks on Palatalization," in Studies in
Phonology and Methodology, Working Papers in Linguistics, no. 14
(Columbus, 0.: Department of Linguistics, Ohio State University, April
1973):37-49.
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or blocked by a word boundary (#), whereas palatalization after /y/ can
cross word boundaries and is only blocked by a pause, or what we shall
call a sentence boundary (&).

For that reason two separate rules with

regard to boundaries are offered.

The resulting three palatalization

rules appear as follows:
Sibilant Palatalization-]:

Condition:
Sibilant Pa1atalization2:
Condition:
/n/ Palatalization:

[+sib] -» [+pal] / y_

Sen+^''"~
[+sib] -> [+pal] /__(C)i
Word-bounded
f+nas 1
|+apicj

Conditions: 1)
2)

[+pal] / y__

Sentence-bounded
Optional application

Sonorant Devoicing
The sonorant consonants /m,n,o,y/ become voiceless after a
glottal stop before pause.

These are the only sonorant consonants

that occur word-finally after a glottal stop in c z j since /w/ does
not occur in a syllable coda position, and /!/ and /r/ in the few
cases where they are word-final never occur after glottal stop.

The

following data in pertinent phonetic form illustrate this devoicing
process.

Voicelessness is marked as (£).
m4*4ypana?gi
m434ypana?m hoho?
kama?m
'
kama?m te kuy

'he is still playing1
'he is still playing inside'
'hard'
'the tree is hard'

H h e term "consonant" throughout this paper and when indicated
by the symbol C in rule formulation ^s used in its broader sense to
include the glides /h,?,y,w/, and does not refer to the feature conson
antal unless specifically stated.
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wani?Q
wani?fl ka s4k
pono?Q
te pono?fl p4n

tiny'
that bean is tiny
weak'
the weak man'

hi?r)
ka hi?n pic wihi
w u ?oq
te wu?ri wehpa

a plain'
that plain is very pretty
eagle owl'
the eagle owl is hooting'

wa?yo
te?y wa?y pic pihi
petku?yo
te pt-tku?y himsukki

'hair'
'his hair is very long'
'broom'
'the broom is worn down

The preceding data show that these sonorants are voiced and
syllabic phrase-medially, but voiceless before pause.

The voiceless

[yj has been interpreted as [yj rather than [j] to distinguish it
from the vowel /i/ which is shown to contrast before pause in the
following examples and also because the sonorant consonants used as a
class upon which this rule applies is more feasible when it is real
ized that no CZ vowel becomes voiceless after glottal stop before a
pause, or no vowel other than /i/ if one were to interpret this seg
ment as [;].

Note these contrasts:
te?yQ
te?i

'that one's (his)
there it is

ka?yc

'that yonder one's'

ka?i

'there it is yonder

I might also add that though phrase-medially in careful speech
sonorant consonants including /y/ become syllabic as described in the
next section, causing the /y/ to take on the quality of [i], in a
casual speech rule discussed later the glottal stop preceding any
sonorant-initial consonant cluster or sonorant followed by a word
boundary is deleted following an unstressed vowel, thereby resulting
in a definitely non-syllabic /y/ in contrast to /i/ in that same en
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vironment where the glottal stop is not deleted in casual speech.
Note these casual speech data:
te?i tey t4k

'there is his house'

ka?i kay t4k

'there yonder is his house'

Considering this segment to be a voiceless /y/, the following
sonorant devoicing rule might then be postulated to cover this allophonic process:
Sonorant Devoicing:

C
[+sn^',

[-vd]/?_&

Sonorant Syllabification
A sonorant consonant becomes syllabic after a glottal stop before
a consonant or word boundary.

The syllabic consonants, including /y/,

will be marked as (C) in the following data:
kiTmsukpa
nu?mmi
?a?mpa?mne?ete?
hu?m n4kspa
n4kspa?m aomayyi

'they are climbing'
'he robbed it'
'he already is watching it also'
'Where are you going?'
'he is going to study now'

te?npa
h4?iyke?tt4
wa?ij c4ki
pono?n p4n
?4n pono?n awin

'he is walking on his tiptoes'
'he desired it again'
'I didn't do it'
'weak man’
'my weak friend'

ho?ppa
t4?fpku?yj nucpa
te h4?p pic w4hi
te wu?b isdypa

'he is crazy'
'(the) bell is hot'
'the plain is very pretty'
'the eagle owl is alert'

p4?lpa
p4?1ke?tpa
tu?yyi
yagaoh4?vpa
te ca?y tukki
te humu?y aksi

'it is palsating'
'it is palsating again'
'it stretched'
'he is sounding it'
'he cut the rope'
'the plum split open’
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It can be noted that the sonorants /r,/ and /w/ are not ircluded
in the data above because /w/ never occurs preceding another consonant
nor in a syllable coda position, and /r/ never occurs after a glottal
stop preceding a consonant.
Based on these data a sonorant syllabification rule can be
written:
C
+ [+syll] /? M
[+son]

Sonorant Syllabification:
Condition:

Sentence-bounded

Glottal Metathesis
A suffix-initia1
rant consonants.

lottal stop metathesizes with stem-final sono

The only voiced consonants which occur stem-finally

in native CZ words are the sonorants /m,n,0,r,y/
in only one word:

/nakstir/ 'sling').

When including Spanish loan

words, glottal stop also methesizes with /!/.
syllable coda position in CZ.
Gloss
'post'
'person*
'tiger*
'tree'
‘prickly pear
cactus'
doctor

(,/r/ occurs finally

/w/ does not occur in

The following data show methathesis:
Noun

Possessive (+/-?i.y/)

kom
pin
kao
kuy

ko?miy
pi?niy
ka?hiy
ku?yiy

nopal
doktor

nopa?liy
dokto?riy
Factative (+/-?ah/)

'fruit'
'blood'
'road'
'coals'

tim
ni?ipin
tug
hu?uy

ti?mahpa
ni?ipi?nahpa
tu?gahpa
hu?u?yahpa
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Transitive
'fan (fire)'
'strip bark'
'meet'
'count'

Intransitive (+/-?oy/)

yempa
wonpa
coQpa
maypa

ye?moypa
wo?noypa
co?ooypa
ma?yoypa

Miscellaneous occurrences
cu?ao
cu?a?oam

'late'
'it is late already' (+/-?am/ 'already')

pin
te pi?nis iy ki?ssi
(/pin/ plus

'person/man'
'the man ate it'
/-?is/ 'subject marker')

In careful speech this process does not occur across a word
boundary, thus it is word-bounded.

The following glottal metathesis

rule describes this process:
Glottal Metathesis:

C
[+son]
1

Condition:

?

V -* 2 1 3

2

3

Word-bounded

One aspect which must be considered is that the result of the
glottal metathesis would feed the vowel rearticulation rule, causing
the vowel to be rearticulated after the glottal stop, which does not
occur in the case of glottal metathesis.

To prevent this, it is

necessary to order the vowel rearticulation and lengthening rule before
the glottal metathesis rule.

This ordering has been a deciding factor

in considering the glottal metathesis rule to be an allophonic process
rather than morphophonemic.

Tnis is considered to be a simpler explan

ation than positing an additional rule to delete a vowel created by
vowel rearticulation.
following derivations:

This ordering relationship can be seen in the
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1he fans (fire)1

'he is fanning1

'Fan:'

Underlying:

&yem+pa&

&yem+?oy+pa&

&yem+?oy+?&

Other rules:

- - -

- - -

&yem?o?&

Stress:

yempa

y&m?oypa

yem?o?

VRL:

- - -

- - -

- - -

? Met:

- - -

ye?mdypa

ye'imo?

Surface:

yempa

ye?moypa

ye?mo?

If however , the glottal metathesis rule were ordered before
vowel rearticulation and lengthening rule, the following derivatii
would result in an unacceptable output:
Underlying:

&yem+pa&

&yem+?oy+pa&

&yem+?oy+?&

Other rules:

- - -

- - -

&yem?o?&

Stress:

yempa

yem?dypa

yem?o?

? Met:

- - -

y^Tmdypa

ye?mo?

VRL:

- - -

y£?emdypa

yd?emo?

Surface:

yempa

*ye?emdypa*

*yd?emo?*

Obstruent Voicing
Stem-final voiceless obstruents become voiced preceding glottal
stop-initial suffixes.

When this occurs, the suffix-initial glottal

stop voices the preceding voiceless obstruent and then is deleted.

If

the obstruent is preceded by a stressed vowel and not a consonant nor
glottal stop, the preceding vowel receives intermediate length, here
symbolized as V ‘, which is longer than a short vowel but shorter than
a full long vowel produced by the previously discussed vowel reartic
ulation and lengthening rule.
voicing is /s/.

The one exception to the obstruent

However, in the above environment, a vowel preceding
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/s/ has the same intermediate length that vowels possess which precede
the other obstruents voiced by this process.

In addition, in the case

of a stressed vowel and glottal stop preceding an /s/ which is in turn
followed by a glottal stop-initial suffix, there is no rearticulation
of the vowel preceding the /s/, which is also absent before the other
obstruents which become voiced.

Because of these factors, it appears

that the /s/ in these environments is acting as a [z], since voicing
follows intermediate vowel length.

A separate rule, therefore, is

being introduced to change an intermediate [z] to /s/.

The following

examples show the pertinent data in phonetic form:
Gloss

Incompletive

Imperative

'lash'
'lash together'

wdtpa
wa-d4ypa

wa:t4?
wa-d4?

'sow' (trans.)
'be sowing'

puppa
pCi-bdypa

pd:p4?
pd-bo?

'drink'
'drink posol'

?dkpa
?u•gdypa

?d:k4?
?d-go?

'break' (trans.)
'be breaking'

nd?cpa
n6 ? 3 <5ypa

nd?oca?
nd?3 0 ?

'know' (trans.)
'be knowing'

miispa
m u •sdypa

mu:s4?
mu-so?

'eat' (trans.)
'be eating'

k4?spa
k4?sdypa

k4?4s4?
k4?so?

The fact that the two suffixes /-?4y/ and /-?oy/ used above are
glottal stop-initial can be attested when these same suffixes follow
a stem-final sonorant consonant in which case the glottal stop metathesizes with the sonorant consonant.

As in the case with the glottal

metathesis rule, the processes above do not occur across a word bound
ary in careful speech.
The above processes can be captured in three ordered rules:

an
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obstruent voicing rule, an intermediate vowel lengthening rule, and a
z

s rule:
Obstruent Voicing:

Condition:

C
?
fso n l
tgiotj

C
Ovd]

0

Word-bounded

Intermed. Vowel Length:
Condition:

=£

V
T+stress]

-> V -

/__

C
P-sonl
L+vdj

V

Word-bounded

Changing any intermediate [z] to /s/ would be simply:
z

-*■ s:

z

-> s

These three rules plus the previous vowel rearticulation and
lengthening rule would have to be ordered as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Vowel Rearticulation and Lengthening (VRL)
Obstruent Voicing (Ob Vg)
Intermediate Vowel Lengthening (IVL)
z + s

The following derivations show the effect of the above ordered

rules:
'he drinks'
UF:
Other:
Stress:
VRL:
Ob Vg:
IVL:
Other:
Surf:

&?uk+pa&

-

-

&? uk+?&
&? uk4?&
?d:k4?
?d:k4?

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

?dkpa
-

?dk^pa
?iik^Ha
'he ea ts i t '

UF:
Other:
VRL:
Ob Vg:
IVL:
z -»■ s:
Surf:

'Drink!'

&ki?s+pa&
k4?spa

'he drinks p o s o l '
&?uk+?oy+pa&

?Clgdypa
?d-gdypa

. . .

?Cik?dypa
. . .

. . .

. . .

?d:k4?

?u-gdypa

ir-x

: j. i i

cat

it.

-

-

-

&k 4?s+?&
k4?s4?
k4?4s4?

-

-

-

-

-

-

. . .

_ _ _

k4?spa

k4?4s4?

1he e a t s '

'Eat!'

&k4?s+?oy+pa&
k4?s?dypa

&k 4? s+?oy+?&
k4?s?o?

-

-

k4?zdypa

k4?zo?

k4?sdypa
k4?sdypa

k 4?s o

-

-

-

-

?
kf ?so?
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'he knows it'
UF:
Other:
VRL:
Ob Vg:
IVL:
z -*■ s:
Surf:

&mus+pa&
mu spa
- - - - - - - •• muspa

'Guess.''
&mus+?&
must?
mu:s4?
- - - - - - md:s4?

'he knows'
&mus+?oy+pa&
mus?dypa
- - muzdypa
mu-zdypa
mu-sdypa
mfrsdypa

'K no w!1
&mus+?oy+?S
mus?o?
-

-

-

muzo?
rnu'zo?
mu-so?
mu-so?

Identical Vowel Deletion
In the underlying sequence of V^(?)?V^ [+nas] appearing in a
suffix or at a stem-suffix juncture, the identical vowel following the
glottal stop is deleted when the nasal is followed by a word boundary
or what we will call a clitic boundary and a consonant.^

This dele

tion does not occur, however, at the juncture of a monosyllabic stem
and a following clitic.

For example, when suffixes /?am/ (perfective'

and /?aq/' (perceptional) follow an /a(?)/-final non-monosyllabic stem
or suffix but followed by a word or clitic boundary plus consonant,
/a?m/ and /a?g/ result

respectively.

Note that this rule has an

opposite effect of the vowel rearticulation and lengthening rule, but
appears to be governed by a similar principle.

The VRL rule begins

with an underlying V? sequence and rea^ticulates the vowel when stres
sed preceding CV, but is blocked by a consonant cluster.

The present

clitic boundary, here symbolized as (=), encloses a small
distinct class of suffixes, which for the most part can be affixed to
most noun, verb, adjective or adverb stems, or other suffixes of
these stems. With regard to the boundary hierarchy, it is stronger
than a morpheme boundary, but weaker than a word boundary. Any wordbounded rule whose conditioning environment is met can be applied
across it. A clitic boundary's major influence is in relation to
the morphophonemic vowel epenthesis rule described i> the next chap
ter, however, due to its far-ranging occurrence, the presently dis
cussed rule is affected by it. Positing additional boundary markers
to distinguish special morpheme classes has precedence in Stanley,
"Boundaries in Phonology" previously cited.
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rule, however

begins with a sequence of V-j(?)?V-j and reduces it to

; i preceding a cluster of nasal plus consonant.

Note in the follow

ing data that the vowel deletion occurs whether the preceding iden
tical vowel is stressed or unstressed, therefore stress is not
pertinent in the conditioning environment.
?&?mpd?am
?oi?mpa?mn^?ete?
?6 :toggd?am
?6 :t0 ggd?mp4 ?
yCikhd?am
y&kha?m h^hpa
?iy £4kpasd?ag
?4y £4kpasd?gsta
m£:cd?ag
m£:ca?g pin
k&?asci?aq
kci?asd?gsta
?£i:Sf?io
'kpa
mltdihe?g nikspa
t&kn£?eq
ttikne?g tihi?ipa

'he is looking now'
'he is looking now also'
'he already spoke'
'the one who already spoke'
'it is high now'
'he lives up high now'
'those that are making it'
'only those that are making it
'two'
'two men'
'that much'
'only that much'
'a little bit'
'he is making a little bit'
'with you'
'he is going with you'
'a little cut piece'
'he wants a little cut piece'

The non-occurrence of this deletion at the juncture of a mono
syllabic stem and a following clitic can be illustrated by the follow
ing examples:
kd?ag
kd?agsta

'death'
'only death

The word /ka?aq/ 'death' above consists of the monosyllabic
stem /ka?h-/ 'die' followed by the clitic /= ag/ (perceptional).
Morphophonemic /h/ deletion and glottal reduction result in the form
give: .
From these data, the following identical vowel deletion rule
^Those clitic-bounded forms included in these data are: /?am/
'already/now', /ne?ete?/ 'also', /pi?/ 'the one that is', /sa?ag/
'those that are', /sta/ 'only.'
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might be written as sentence-bounded to avoid braces in the choice of
word or clitic boundary in the structural description:
Identical Vowel Deletion:
Condition:

V.,-

0 / CiVC-j?__

C
=
[+nas]

C

Sentence-bounded
/i/ Deletion

An /i/ is deleted following an unstressed vowel and glottal stop
preceding /s/.

This appears to be undergoing a process similar to

identical vowel deletion, but with the exception of being conditioned
by stress, or the lack of it, and of not requiring an identical vowel
nor consonant cluster in the structural description.

Because of these

distinctions, and the fact that /s/ and nasals do not form a natural
class, the two rules cannot be collapsed into one.

This rule is

limited in its application to the subject marker suffix /?is/, since
there are no other instances with this sequence following an unstressed
vowel.

Note the following data which shows /-?is/ after both stressed

and unstressed vowels:
nimmi te pin te y 6mi?is
te y 6mi?s_ po?ok ki?ssi
?iy ki?ssi te p6 r)kd?js
te p6 r)ko?s te hihi kiTssi
?iy dikki te piyu?is
te piyuTs iy dikki
?iy yakk^?hwi te dihf?is
te dihi?^ iy yakkd?wi
?iy ki?ssi te y 6 yd?is
te y 6 ya?s^ min ki?ssi

'the
'the
‘the
'the
'the
'the
'the
'the
'the
’the

woman said to the man'
woman ate eggs'
toad ate it'
toad ate the fly'
chicken did it'
chicken did it'
opossum killed it'
opossum killed it'
pig ate it'
pig ate sweet potatoes

An /i/ deletion rule which expresses this process can be
written as:
/i/ Deletion:

i -* 0

Condition:

./

V ? __s
[-stress]

Word-bounded
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74/ Deletion
The /4/ in the possessive suffix /?4y/ is deleted when it is un
stressed following a V(?)-final stem.

It should be noted that there are

several different morphemes of the form /?4y/ in Zoque.

For example,

/?4y/ may be a possessive marker, a third person pronoun, a verb suf
fix meaning to generalize an action, or another suffix when, when af
fixed to a noun or adjective stem creates a verb form meaning 'to have 1
the noun or adjectival quality of the stem preceding it.

This last

suffix could possibly be linked with the possessive form since 'to
have' something is akin to something 'belonging to' someone.

This

deletion referred to, however, occurs only in the case of the posses
sive form.

Note the following data:
+ /?4,y/ 1. . .'s house

Gloss
'opossum'
'scorpion'
'that one'
'mother'
'toad'
'badger'
'husband'

Cfhi?
kdkwe?
td?p4?
mdma?
pdqko?
dfku
hdya

dihi?y t4k
kcikwe?y t4k
t£?p4?y t4k
m&ma?y t4k
p6 qko?y t4k
£lku?y t4k
hctya?y t4k

Following a consonant-final stem, this deletion does not occur:
'skunk'
'house'
'earth'
'tiger'
'tree'

pac
t4k
nas
kaq
kuy

pa^y
t4g4y
nas4y
ka?q4y
ku?y4y

Nor does it occur when the /4/ in question is stressed:
+ /he?/ 'It's . . .'s'

Gloss
'vulture'
'toad'
'mother'
'scorpion
'badger'

wi?i£i?
poqko?
mama?
kakwe?
diku

wi?isi?4yhe?
p6qko?4yhe?
m&ma?4yhe?
k^kwe?4yhe?
dlku?4yhe?
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The above data supports a rule which could be written as follows
with its application limited to the possessive marker and avoiding the
other /?4y/ morphemes.

The optional stem-final glottal stop need not

be included in the structural description since it would be deleted by
a pre-ordered glottal reduction rule to be described next.
/4/ Deletion:

4
>
[-strs]

Conditions:

1)
2)

0

/

V+?__y

Word-bounded
Possessive marker only
Glottal Reduction

A glottal stop cluster is reduced to one glottal stop.

A cluster

may occur as the result of a /?/-initial stem or suffix following a
/?/-final stem or affix.

In addition, certain rules, such as glottal

metathesis and morphophonemic /h/ deletion, feed glottal reduction.

In

view of the structural descriptions of other rules, such as the /4/
deletion rule above, the left-most glottal stop in a cluster is deleted.
A rule describing this process can be written simply as:
Glottal Reduction:

? ?

=>

?

The following derivations show glottal reduction in an ordering
relationship with other rules.
'he is mounting 1
UF:
h-Del:
Stress:
?-Met:
?-Red:
Surf:

&ki ?m+?oy+pa&
-

-

-

ki ?m?oypa
ki??mdypa
ki ?moypa
ki Tmdypa

'he is killing'
&yak+ka?h+?oy+pa&
&yak+ka?+?oy+pa&
yakka??oypa
-

-

-

yakka?oypa
y3kka?oypa
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Glottal Deletion
A glottal stop is deleted continguous to a consonant across a
word boundary.

Specifically, a word-initial glottal stop is deleted

following a con ;onant-final word, and conversely, a word-final glottal
stop is deleted preceding a consonant-initial word.

Note the follow

ing data:
(?#C):
n4?
n4 p4kpa
te?
te n4 t4g4ypa
?unne?
te ?unne kabayu?
ka?
ka kabayu $i?tpa
Cihi?
te Cihi c4nayy4
?unne hallog
ca?
ka ca woyi?iw4
w4ti?
te w4ti n4?

'water'
'he is getting water'
'the/that'
'the water is entering'
'little'
'the little horse'
'that yonder one'
'he bridles that horse'
'opossum'
'the opossum sat down'
'little boy'
'rock'
'that rock rolled over'
'big'
'the big river'
(C#?):

?a gmaypa
te?p agmaypa
?a?r)itpa
tum4 ?agpit a?gitpa
?ekpa
s4k ekpa
?isoypa
mic isoypa
?a?mpa
te?p te §is a?mpa
?ukpa
te wakas ukpa
?anasa
tam anasa
?4hw4
te p4n 4hw4
?okhehpa
ka kag okhehpa
?isso
waya?y isso

'he is studying'
'that one is studying'
'he has'
'he has a fence'
'he shells'
'he shells beans'
'(he) is alert'
'you are alert'
'he looks'
'he looks at the meat'
'he drinks'
'the cow drinks'
'orange'
'sour orange'
'he held his breath'
'the man held his breath
'he is resting'
'that tiger is resting'
'place'
'cold place'
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Based on the preceding data, a single glottal deletion rule
combining both environments of this mirror image process might be
written as:
Glottal Deletion:

?

^

0

/

It could possibly be argued on the basis of the above data that
the /?/ could be epenthetic word-initial following a sentence boundary
or vowel-final word across a word-boundary.

I have analyzed the /?/

as underlying, however, because in casual speech it metathesizes with
word-final sonorant consonants and voices obstruents across a word
boundary, thereby paralleling the careful speech glottal metathesis and
obstruent voicing rules excepting their word-bounded condition.
/p/ Lenition
The bilabial voiceless obstruent /p/ becomes fricative or lenis
[p] preceding a /w/ which is followed b^ an unstressed vowel.

There

are three commonly used words in native CZ in which this process
occurs, all three basically of the same form:
kapwintugay
tepwintugay
yipwintugay

'that other side yonder'
'that other side'
'this side'

Across word boundaries the /p/ does not become [p] before /w/
because the following vowel is stressed in all data available:
ka?p wint*gi?
te?p wehpa

'Enter before him!'
'He is yelling'

By compounding /p/-final and /w/-initial stems it is possible to
show the factor of stress in this process:
hupwo?tpa/
hupwo?tsuk.pa

'He walks holding hands'
'They walk holding hands'
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Since this process has only been found to cccur within word
boundaries, the following /p/ lenition rule will be so conditioned:
/p/ Lemtion:

p

p

Condition:

/ __w

V
[-str]

Word-bounded
/h/ Friction

Voiceless glottal /h/ receives a greater degree of friction or
breathiness, here symbolized as [Ip], when occurring word-final or pre
ceding a consonant,

[h] also fluctuates with [h] preceding non-back

high or mid vowels (i,e,4):
sa|t

'wing'

PO$

'vine'

pulp

'sperm/seed'

halppa

'he has perspiration odor'

hulppa

'she is laying an egg'

kolppa

'he is sticking it'

hilppa

'he is blowing his nose'

helppa

Ipehpa

'he lives'

?*!ppa

'he is holding his breath'

hiypa ~ !p4ypa

'he is crying'

These changes might be captured in the following /h/-friction
rules, the second of which is optional:
/h/ Friction-|:

h

/h/ Friction-:

h -v Ip /__

c

Condition:

©

jp /__

V
+hi ”
+mid
L-bkJ

Optional
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Voiceless and Voiced Release
A voiceless release or aspiration occurs between a voiceless nonglottal stop and a following heterorganic stop or affricate or pause.
A voiced open transition occurs between a voiceless non-glottal stop
and a heterorganic nasal.

In casual speech, this transition or voiced

release also occurs between a voiced stop and heterorganic nasal.

No

consonant with the exception of glottal stop occurs before velar /g/,
therefore / q/ is not included in the following data which illustrate
these releases:
Voiceless release or aspiration:

kdppa

‘he kicks'

n1phtdkhpa

'he is finishing planting

nip^kd?t^pa

'he is planting again'

nlp^cd?cpa

'he is planting first'

te?ph dfripa

'he is bathing'

kdt^pa

'he is guarding'

k<5tt4

'he guarded'

m6t*1kd?t,1pa

'he is mixing them again'

pA?tcd?cpa

'he will find it first'

yd?cpa

'he is arriving'

c6ckd?t^pa

'he split it again'

c&ctdkkf
1
hucc4

'he finished carving'

yu'?C£i?

'tiny (seed-like)'

pfk^pa

'he is getting it'

'he cut it in one blow'

^No release occurs between homorganic consonants, thus /cc/Is
realized phonetically as [tts] and likewise /tt/ as [ttS].
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hikhtuk^pa

'he is finishing destroying it 1

p4khcd?cpa

'he is getting it first'

ycik^di qpa

'he is bathing him'

hfp*1

'mouth'

?dwath

'louse'

t4kh

'house'
Voiced release:

te?p m<5q q 4

'he has fallen asleep'

te?pa n4kspa hdhi

'he is going tomorrow'

te? ckopi te mdkk4

'the fence fell down'

?dpit n*ksd?hpa

'be is carrying chayotes'

?4ks m&sdypa

'Who knows?'

?fka n4kspa

'Who is going?'

mic miikk4

'you fell'
Casual speech voiced release:

te?ba n4kspa

'he is going'

te? dr)pida mdkk4

'the fence fell down'

y&g®maqndypa

'he is standing it up'

?fga n4kspa

'Who is going?'

Based on the preceding data, a voiceless release rule can be
formulated as follows:
Voiceless Release:

Condition:

0

^

'-son
-giot
-sib
aF

_

r
& 1
+cons
1

j +clos
JiF .
l

Sentence-bounded

The alpha (a) and beta (3) conventions in the structural descrip
tion refer to non-identical or heterorganic consonantal place features.
An alternate solution that would not require the alpha and beta conven
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tions would be to use the Integrity Hypothesis, which avoids splitting
geminate clusters.^

This would be extending that hypothesis to include

homorganic consonants.

We would be considering aspiration as separat

ing consonants in that sense.
By not including voicing in the first consonant member, this same
rule can be applied in casual speech also, making it unnecessary to pro
duce a separate casual speech rule.

By not restricting the second

consonant member to obstruents, the aspiration occurs before nasals also
which would feed a subsequently ordered voiced release rule and result
in voiced open transition.

The voiced release rule could then be

conomically written as:
Voiced Release:
Condition:

^ -*■ a

/C__[+nasal]

Sentence-bounded

'Michael Kenstowicz and Charles Pyle, "On the Phonological Inte
grity of Geminate Clusters," in Issues in Phonological Theory: Proceed
ings of the Urbana Conference on Phonology, eds. Michael J. Kenstowicz
and Charles W. Kisseberth (The Hague: Mouton, 1973), pp. 27-43.

CHAPTER III
MORPHOPHONEMIC RULES
This chapter describes those rules which are morphologically
or morphophonologically conditioned and are applied earlier in deriva
tions than the allophonic processes described in the last chapter.

In

using the term morphophonemic "rule" we are modifying what Stampe, the
originator of the natural phonological model, meant by "rule", as
interpreted by BjarkmanJ

We are in a sense merging Stampe's morpho

phonemic "processes" and "rules"’'as opposed to allophonic processes.
Morphophonemic rules tend to make more radical substitutions than
allophonic processes, and are not effected by casual speech, whereas
allophonic processes are, as will be shown in toe casual speech chapter.
Consonant Duplication
A duplication of a verb stem or suffix-final non-glottal conson
ant occurs when followed by the completive aspect marker /-w4/, in
which case the /w/ is deleted in favor of the duplicated consonant.
The glottal consonants /h ,?/ are not duplicated, and the /w/ of /wi/
is retained in these cases.

In the case of a verb stem which ends in

a non-glottal two consonant cluster, no duplication occurs and the /w/
of /w4/ is deleted.

No other /w4/-initial suffixes occur in Cl,

Ipeter C. Bjarkman, "Toward a Proper Conception of Processes in
Natural Phonology," to appear in Papers from the Eleventh Regional
Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society (1975).
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however, a /w4/-initial verb stem might be compounded, in which case no
consonant deplication occurs, therefore this rule is applicable only
to the completive aspect marker /w4/.

Note the following data in

phonemic form:
Gloss
1 sow seeds'

'shave wood'
'guard'
'find'
'erase'
'drown'
'carve'
'nurse'
'be full'
'eat'
'be seen'
'have a cataract'
'die'
'wash'
'put'
'be born'
'bury'
'sharpen'
'come 1
'get cloudy’
'bake/burn'
'be lame'
'pulsate'
'hurt'

Incompletive

Completive /w4/

puppa
he?ppa
kotpa
pa?tpa
hikpa
ha?kpa
cecpa
cu?cpa
taspa
k4?spa
kehpa
pohpa
ka?hpa
ce?pa
p4?pa
po?pa
kumpa
h4?mpa
mi npa
?i?npa
poopa
m4?gpa
p4?lpa
toy pa

puppi
he?po4
kott4
pa?tt4
hikki
ha?kk4
cecc4
cu?cc4
tassi
k4?ss4
kehw4
pohw4
ka?hw4
ce?w4
p4?w4
po?w4
kumm4
h4?mm4
minn4
?i?nn4
pooni
m4?no4
p4?114
toyy4

In suffixes
mir.ke?tt4
minsukk4
minco?cc4
minmussi
minha'?w4yy4

'he came again'
'they came'
'he came first'
'he knew how to come’
1
'you (pi.) came'
Non-occurrence

Gloss
'go1
'illuminate'
'burn (food)'
'is delicious'

Incompletive
n4kspa
ta?kspa
hipspa
h4?pspa

Completi'
n4ksi
ta?ks4
hipsi
h4?ps4

From these data two rules can be formulated; one for consonant
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duplication, the other for /w/-deletion:
Consonant Duplication:
Condition:
/w/ Deletion:

1)
2)

w -> 0

Condition:

1)
2)

w -* C, /V (?)

C-;
+ 4
[- glot] —

Completive aspect marker only
Word-bounded
/

C
C +
[-glot]

4

Completive aspect marker only
Word-bounded
/ q/ becomes /w/

A stem-final / q/ becomes /w/ preceding a vowelJ

This occurs

onl^ in the cases of the stative morpheme /-e/, reciprocal agreement
markers /-4tah/ and /-ih/, and vowel epenthesis.

Note the following

data:

Incompletive:
Completive:
Stative:
Imperative:

'bathe'

'burn'

'clear'

'fear'

'sleep

£i opa
£i q q 4
Ciwi
diwi?

k4opa
k4og4
k4wi
k4w4?

saopa
sago*
sawe
saw4?

hegpa
heogi
hewe
hewa?

mo opa
mo oo*
mowe
mowa?

With reciprocal and other vowel epenthesis forms:
?a pcoopa
ney agcowatahpa
£i gpa
ney yak£iw4hpa
£iw4 t4?4pa
?4gpa
wat 4wa?am
h4gpa
yampa h4w4

'he answers'
'they will answer each other'
'he bathes'
'they are bathing each other'
'he wants to bathe'
'he is sleepy'
'he isn't sleepy now'
'it is worn down'
'it isn't worn down yet'

^This is considered to be the simplest synchronically-determined
explanation based upon the preponderance of / q/ over /w/. Personal con
versation with Norman Nordell, another SIL linguist who is doing compar
ative studies among Zoque and Mixe languages, has caused me to consider
an alternate historically-determined rule stating w -* o before a ccnsonor pause. This interpretation would consider any surface / rj/ to be an
underlying /w/. A rule of this nature would have to be ordered preced
ing the consonant duplication and glottal metathesis rules.
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This change does not occur preceding glottal stop-initial mor
phemes.

In the surface structure the glottal stop has metathesized

with the /o/ as a result of the later ordered allophonic glottal meta
thesis rule:
'speak'
(?otog+?4y)
?oto?o4ypa
?oto?o4yy4
?oto?r)4yi
?oto?o4?

Incompletive:
Completive:
Stative:
Imperative:

'clear'
(sari+?oy)
sa?noyp<i
sa?goyy4
sa?Qoye
sa?oo?

'lean'
(ceo+?4y)
ce?o4ypa
ce?r)4yy4
ce?g4yi
ce?n4?

These facts can be captured in the following morphophonemic rule:
g

w:

Condition:

o -> w

/

V

Word-bounded

Vowel Epenthesis
The vowel /^/ is epenthesized after a consonant-final verb stem,
or non-clitic verb suffix, preceding an optional glottal stop and a
word boundary or clitic boundary.

The occurrence of the optional

glottal stop is in positive singular imperative forms only.

The choice

between two different boundary markers in the structural description is
made necessary by the fact that, though epenthesis occurs without excep
tion before a word boundary in the above environment, it also occurs
preceding a small distinctive class of suffixes across whose boundaries
all word-bounded rules apply when their conditioning environments are
met.
aries.

Therefore this distinctive class cannot be bounded by word bound
They are also unique from regular verb suffixes in that they

all, with the exception of one form, /si?/~/s4?/ (hortative), can be
suffixed to most noun, adjective, and adverb stems as well as verb
stems and their suffixes.

Regular verb suffixes never have vowel

epenthesis occurring preceding them, though they can have it following,
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whereas these special suffixes or clitics always have vowel epenthesis
occurring preceding them but never following, i.e., even though most
of these clitics are consonant-final, epenthesis never occurs between
two adjacent clitics nor after them preceding a word boundary.

Thus

it can be seen that this class of special suffixes must have a boundary
strength situated between morpheme and word boundaries, other than stem
boundary, for they are not stems.

We will call this a clitic boundary,

whose symbol has already been referred to in a previous footnote as (=)
As an aid to the reader of the data to follow, where a clitic boundary
is pertinent to the epenthesis it will be marked.
sent a word boundary.

A space will repre

Notice that the epenthetic vowel varies between

/i/ and /a/ because of vowel harmony which will be described shortly.
Incompletive
nikspa
kekpa
haypa
?a?mpa
?a?mke?tpa

nikspa
?a?ami minpa
coQpa
cikpa

Epenthetic forms
niksi?
'Go!'
keka?
'Jump!'
hayi=$i?=am
'Let's write now!'
?a?ami?=ma?
'Look then!'
way a?mke?eta
'He isn't looking again'
way a?mke?tapi?
'He's the one who isn't looking
again
yampa niksi
'He hasn't gone yet'
way a?ami mini
'He isn't coming to look at it'
cowa minni
'He came to meet him'
way £ika=?am=pi?
'He isn't the one who is making
it now'
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Based on the preceding data, the vowel epenthesis rule can be
written as:^
Vowel Epenthesis:
Condition:

0
1)
2)

+

4 /C__(?) =

On verb stem and non-clitic verb suffixes
only
Sentence-bounded
/h/ Deletion

When a stem ending in /?h/ precedes a vowel or glottal stopinitial suffix, the /h/ is deleted, and, in the case of a glottal
stop-initial suffix, the resulting glottal stop cluster is reduced
to one glottal stop either by the morphophonemic or the allophonic
glottal reduction rules.

Consider the following data:

Gloss

Incompletive

Imperative

'die'
'kill'
'be killing'
'take away'
'bring'

ka?hpa
yakka?hpa
yakka?oypa
n4ksa?hpa
mina?hpa

ka?a?
yakka?a?
(not used)
n4ksa?a?
mina?a?

Other miscellaneous forms using the above stems are:
'death'
'he won't die'
‘he didn't kill it'
'he came killing'

ka?an
(ka?h=?ao)
wat ka?a
ha?y yakka?e
yakka?a minn4

^An alternative solution to vowel epenthesis is available by
considering the vowel to be underlying as in the case of stative /-e/.
One difficulty is assignment of a name to an entity that occurs in
such divergent forms as imperative, negative imperfect, negative in
completive, and on the main verb of a complex verb phrase. Originally
"gerundive" was used as opposed to stative. The difficulty with an
underlying vowel solution is that it would be used in the condition
ing environment to delete a verb suffix-final /y/ and then itself be
deleted to produce the correct output. In the stative case, the under
lying vowel did not result in a /y/ deletion. In addition, an under
lying vowel solution would fail to call attention to the distinctive
class of suffixes which obviously act differently in many areas than
regular verb suffixes.
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To avoid possible interpretation of the /h/ as rearticulated [A]
before /p/, [ka?hpa] 'he is dying' contrasts with [pa?apa] 'he sifts'.
The resulting /h/ deletion rule based on these data is as follows:
/h./ Deletion:

h

Condition:

0

/ ?__

Word-bounded
Glottal Reduction

When two glottal stops are interceded by a clitic boundary, the
glottal stop to the left of the clitic boundary is deleted.

This rule

is important with regard to stress placement where a clitic boundary
is involved.

This perhaps can best be illustrated by the contrasts in

the following derivations:
'it is only high now'
UF:
h-Del:
M.?-Red:
i Umlt.
Pr Str:
Se Str:
IVD:
? Red:
Son Syl:
Surface:

&yuk+h4?=?am=sta&
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
&yuk+h4=?am=sta&
&yuk+ha=?am=sta&
yukhd=?am=sta
yOkh^=?am=sta
yukhd?msta
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
yiikhc(?msta
y&khc[?msta

'he is burning'
&no?+?oy+pa&
__ —
_
_ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _
no??dypa
n6 ??dypa
_ _ _ _ _
nd?dypa
_ _ _ _ _
n6 ?dypa

'only death'
&ka?h=?ag=sta&
&ka?=?ao=sta&
&ka=?ag=sta&
_ _ _ _ _ _
kd=?ao=sta
_ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _
ka?agsta

It can be seen in these derivations that if the glottal stop
cluster was not reduced in the first and third derivations, it would
have blocked the placement of primary stress on the first member of a
V.j?V.j sequence, which did occur in the second derivation where no
clitic boundary occurred.
A morphophonemic glottal reduction rule to express this change
can be written:
Glottal Reduction:

? = ?

0

=

?
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Vowel Harmony
An epenthetic /4/ and the /4/ of the vowel-initial reciprocal
agreement markers /-4tah/ and /-4h/ harmonize and become /a/ when the
last vowel in the preceding verb stem or suffix is mid (o,e), or when
the verb stem ends in /a?h/J

It is interesting that in this last re

stricted environment the /4/ becomes /a/, since in all other /a/-medial
verb stems no harmony takes place.

The /h/ deletion rule mentioned

previously would be applied later in the derivation to leave the vowel
harmony results seen in the following data:
Gloss
'go'
'accompany'
'kill'
'take away'
'pace'
'sift'
'do again'
'wrap'
'peel1
'puli'
'carve'

Incomplet.

Imperative

n4kspa
n4ksmotpa
yakka?hpa
n4ksa?hpa
ka?spa
pa?pa
c4kke?tpa
monpa
Cikpa
huppa
cecpa

n4ks4?
n4ksmota?
yakka?a?
n4ksa?a?
ka?s4?
pa?4?
c4kke?ta?
mona?
Cik4?
hupi?
ceca?

Neg. Incomplet
wat
wat
way
way
wat
way
way
way
way
way
way

n4ks4
n4ksmota
yakka?a
n4ksa?a
ka?s4
pa?4
£4kke?ta
mona
Cik4
hup4
Ceca

From these data a vowel harmony rule mi ght be written a

C
Vowel Harmony:

4

a /

a?h

1
v
C1
\ J +mid]
J

- +

Stative Vowel Raising
Another case of vowel harmony, or what I will call vowel raising
also occurs in CZ. The stative/e/ is raised to /i/ following a high
vowel in the immediately preceding verb stem or suffix.

These forms are

The analysis of the reciprocal agreement markers as vowel initial
has also been done for Copainala Zoque in William L. Wonderly, “Zoque
III: Morphological Classes, Affix List, and Verbs," International Journa
of American Linguistics 17 (July 1951):!56.
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found in verbal derived adjectives and negative completive aspect.
Note in the following data that when a non-high vowel occurs preceding
the stative, the /e/ is not raised.
Gloss
'make'
'throw'
'puli'
'scale'
'invite'
'leave behind'
'yell'
'speak'

Incomplet.

Adjective
c4ki
tihi
hupi
kikSi
nu?k$i
cake
wehe
?otowe

c4kpa
dihpa
huppa
kikspa
nu?kspa
cakpa
wehpa
?otogpa

Gloss
'made'
'thrown'
'pulled'
'scaled'
'invited'
'left'
'yelled'
'spoken'

Neg^ Completive^
'play'
'come'
'come again'
'they go'
'accompany'
'go to kill'

hay m4^4yi
hay mini
hay minke?te
hay n4kssuki
hay niksmote
ha?y yakka?a nahe

mi^iypa
minpa
minke?tpa
nikssukpa
n4ksmotpa
yakka?a nahpa

Based on these data, a stative vowel raising rule can be formul
ated as:
Stative Vowel Raising:

e

i

/

V
C-,+_
C+hi]

/y/ Deletion
A verb suffix-final /y/ is deleted before an optional glottal
stop and a word or clitic boundary.

The optional glottal stop occurs

only in the case of positive singular imperative.

This /y/ loss

bleeds vowel epenthesis and the resulting vowel harmony rule.

CZ has

six verb suffixes which are /y/-final: /-?iy/ (generalizer), /-?oy/
(intransitivizer), /-hay/ (benefactive), /-nay/ (corporeal or aimless),
Vhay/ is the negative completive marker for third person intrans
itive, and /ha?y/ is the negative completive marker for third person
transi tive.
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/-tenay/ (transitive iterative?), and /-ha?w4y/ (second person plural
subject).

Note the following data:
Gloss

Incomplet.

'play'
'do for another'
'stand’

mi^iypa
cakhaypa
magnaypa

Imperative
m434?
cikha?
mapna?
Neg. Incomplet.

'drink posol'
'stare'
'eat'

?ugoypa
?a?mtenaypa
k4?soypa

wat ugo
way a?mtena
wat k4?so
Neg. Imperfect

'you (pi.) do'
'throw away'
'kneel'

c4kha?w4ypa
?okpa34ypa
kutnaypa

yampay £4kha?w4
yampay okpa^4
yampa kutna
Hortative

'chat'
'care for'

camcamnaypa
?istenaypa

camcamna=Si?
?istena=$i?
Desiderative

n4ksha?w4#t4?pa
n4ksha?w4ypa
('you (pi. ) want to go')

‘you (pi.) go'

Other
?a?mtena=sa?ar)
?a?mtenaypa
( 1 those that stare')

'stare'

From these data, the following /y/ deletion rule might be posited
/y/ Deletion:

y

Conditions:

-* 0
1)
2)

/__(+?) =
In verbal suffixes only
Sente\ce-bounded

Vwat/ is the negative incompletive marker used with intransitive
verbs, whereas the /y/ of /way/ is a pronominal form used with transi
tive verbs and means 'it1.
2 /yampa/ is a frozen negative imperfect form which is not inflect
ed as a verb form. The additional /y/ is a pronominal form meaning 'it
used with transitive verbs.
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Note in the following derivations the ordering relationships
between /y/ deletion and some of the other rules described.
’he doesn't answer'
UL:
y Del:
V E:
VH:
q -v w :
Stress:
VRL:
? Met:
Other:
Surf:

&wat#?ar)+cor)+?oy&
&wat#?ao+coo+?o&
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
&wat#?ao+c6 o+?o&
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
&wat#?ciQ+c6 ?r)0 &
wat agcdVgo
wat aged? qo

'Answer him!'

'Let's stare!'

&?ag+coo+ <>&
_ _ _ _ _
&?ao+cor)+i?&
&?ao+coo+a?&
&?ao+cow+a?&
&?cin+c6 w+a?&
&?&o+c<5:w+a?&
_ _ _ _ _
........
?agcd:wa?

&?a?m+tenay=si?&
&?a?m+tena=si?&
- - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
&?&?m+tend=si?
&?&?m+tena :=si?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
?&?mtena:Si?
?ci?mtena:$i?

/4/ Umlaut
A stem or suffix-final /4/ becomes /a/ preceding the perfective
suffix /?am/ and perceptional suffix /?ag/, excluding monosyllabic
stemsJ

The vast majority of these cases involve /?am/ while /?ao/

is more commonly used with numerals or verb stems to form nouns,
thereby availing only one known example, since numerals and verb
stems are almost all consonant-final.
Gloss

Completive

Plus /?am/ 'Already'

'plant'
'pluck'
'left (it)'
'arrive'
'born'
'bury'
'meet'
'cook'

nippi
p4tt4
cakk4
ye?cc4
po?w4
kumm4
cooi4
soss4

nippa?am
p4tta?am
cakka?am
ye?cca?am
po?wa?am
kumma?am
coooa?am
s^sseiPam

‘there is none'
'good'
'up/above'

yam4
w4h4
yukh4?

yama?am
w4ha?am
yukha?am

^One isolated exception is /hi?4/ 'yes'which appears to act
as a monosyllabic stem in this situation.

\
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Plus /?ao/
'one1

maktumi

maktuma?ao

'water'
'this'

n4?
y4?

n4?am
y4?am

But not:

Other stem-final vowels do not become /a/ in this environment as
can be seen below:
Plus /?am/

Gloss
'big'
'hard’
'awhile ago'
'corn dough'
'inside'
'ahead'
'mud'
'hole'

witi?am
paki?am
home?am
wayeVam
hoho?am
winho?am
mumu?am
sutu?am

w4ti?
paki?
home?
waye
hoho?
winho?
mumu
sutu

From these data a rule which we will call /4/ umlaut can be
written:
/4/ Umlaut:

4

Condition:

-> a

/

(C-jV) 2 __=

Word-bounded

CHAPTER IV
CASUAL SPEECH PROCESSES
Casual speech may be defined primarily by an increase in speed
of speech flow or relaxed speech serving case and brevity which re
sults in the effects noted in the processes to be described in this
chapter.

Casual speech processes form a coexistent or superimposed

sy tern of processes which are ordered among careful speech allophonic
prccesses and are intimately related to them.
CS Glottal Metathesis
In casual speech a word-initial glottal stop metathesizes with
a vord-final sonorant consonant.

Specifically, the glottal metathe

sis rule, which is word-bounded in careful speech, becomes sentenceb.iunded in casual speech.

When this process occurs, it feeds the

subsequently ordered sonorant syllabification rule.

In the environ

ment of an unstressed vowel preceding the metathesized glottal stop,
a subsequently ordered cast-al speech glottal deletion rule deletes
the metathesized glottal stop and bleeds sonorant syllabification.
Thus there may be no apparent evidence of glottal metathesis in some
surface forms.

A derivation showing this process follows the descrip

tion of the casual speech obstruent voicing rules.

Note the following

data shows that the word-initial glottal stop has been deleted by the
glottal deletion rule.
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Careful Speech
te kom aks4mm4
te tarn anasa
ka p4n ^.ynciypa
ka kdg dkh^hpa
te kuy 6?tc4
y4?n puy u?kk4
te dokcdr dkhdhpa

Gloss

Casual Speech

'The post split open'
‘The sour orange 1
'That man is studying'
'That tiger is resting’
'The tree bent over'
'My thigh is black and
blue'
'The doctor is resting'

te ko?m aks4mm4
te tci?m andsa
ka p4?n ciomdypa
ka kd'Pp 6 khdhpa
te kd?y d?tc4
y4n pd?y d?kki
te doktd?r dkhdhpa

With Casual Speech Glottal Deletion:
?4n dwin dcpa
te hcillor) iigdypa
te nctkst4r 4n
okpa^yy4

'My friend is dancing'
'The boy is drinking
posol'
'I threw away the sling'

?4n dwin dcpa
te hdlloQ Cigdypa
te n&kstir 4n
okpa^4yy4

Thus a casual speech glottal metathesis rule based on the above
data might appear the same as the careful speech rule except it is
sentence-bounded,

In relation to order among allophonic processes,

this rule would be applied in lieu of the careful speech glottal meta
thesis rule in fast or unguarded speech.
CS Glottal Metathesis:

C
?
L+son]
1

Condition:

2

V

=»

2

1 3

3

Sentence-bounded
CS Obstruent Voicing

Two casual speech obstruent voicing processes occur in CZ.

The

first process is merely an extension of the careful speech obstruent
voicing rule from word-bounded to sentence-bounded.

Specifically, a

word-final voiceless obstruent becomes voiced preceding a glottal stopinitial word.

Here, as in the preceding data, the word-initial glottal

stop will not be heard in careful speech due to the glottal deletion
rule application.
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Careful speech

Gloss

te?p anmaypa
te? apit aksimmi
pa?ak anasa
capac i?in4?
te?y h4p aokatt4
mok 4kspa
pic okho?

Casual speech

'he is studying'
'the chayote split'
'sweet orange'
'pink cloud'
'he licked his lips'
'he is shelling corn
'very low 1

te?b agmaypa
te? apid aks4mm4
pa?ag anasa
capa^ i?in4?
tey h4b agkatt-i
mog 4kspa
pi^ okho?

A casual speech obstruent voicing rule based on these data could
be written identically to its careful speech counterpart except it
would be sentence-bounded, and it would be ordered or applied in lieu
of the careful speech obstruent voicing rule.

This parallel between

the preceding glottal metathesis and this obstruent voicing rule em
phasizes the superimposed state of casual speech processes in relation
to the careful speech allophonic processes, ready to be applied in
lieu of their careful speech counterparts during fast or unguarded
speech, and disregarding the word boundaries which block the regular
allophonic processes.

Here then is the formulated rule:

CS Obstruent Voicing-,:

Condition:

C
?
["-son I
L-giotJ

=>

C
[+vd]

0

Sentence-bounded

It can be seen that this rule must be applied before the careful
speech glottal deletion rule, otherwise its conditioning environment
will be lost.

This rule, in fact, bleeds the glottal deletion rule,

since the glottal stop is lost in the process of voicing the preceding
obstruent.
Voiceless obstruents also become voiced in casual speech when
preceding sonorant consonants.

Note the following data:
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Careful Speech

Gloss

yugsp ladu
kepmotti
te? apit w4d4ypa
ha?tmuspa
?ik n4kspa
yakmagnaypa
cecmuspa
te pac m4ssu?kpa

'upper side'
'he kicked also'
'the chayote grows'
‘he can make twine'
'Who is going?'
'he stands it up'
'he knows how to carve'
'the skunk stinks'

Casual Speech
yugab ladu
kebmott4
te? apid w4d4ypa
ha?dmuspa
?<ga nikspa
yagsmagnaypa
cecmuspa
te pa-5 m4ssu?kpa

A second casual speech obstruent voicing rule might be formulated as:
CS Obstruent Voicing,,:

2
Condition:

C
-*
r-son 1
L-giotJ

[+vd] /

C
— [+son]

Sentence-bounded

As is the case in careful speech, /s/ is an exception in both of
the obstruent voicing rules.

The allophonic rule z + s can be

applied to these rules' outputs to result in the correct surface forms
It might be argued that, if the glottal deletion rule were ap
plied first, the preceding two casual speech obstruent voicing rules
could then be combined by stating a voiceless obstruent becomes voiced
preceding a voiced segment, i.e., a vowel or a sonorant consonant.
This solution, in spite of its simplicity, has not been chosen for two
reasons.

First, within no CZ word does a voiceless obstruent ever

become voiced when followed by a vowel or even when it is intervocalic
For example, /k4tukpa/ 'he passes' never becomes [*k4dukpa*], nor does
/pete/ 'swept' ever become [*pede*] in casual speech.

Secondly, and

most importantly, in careful speech it has been shown that the qlottal
stop has the effect of moving to the left and voicing a preceding
voiceless obstruent, while passing through an already voiced sonorant
consonant or metathesizing.

The fact that glottal metathesis occurs

across word boundaries in casual speech, which was shown previously,
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has caused me to choose the glottal stop as the voicing element,
for then both the glottal metathesis and obstruent voicing rules in
careful speech can be merely expanded from word-bounded to sentencebounded in casual speech, resulting in better symmetry.
Some of the ordering relationships of the three rules described
above with other allophonic processes can be seen in the following
derivations.
'the sour orange'
UL:
Stress:
VRL:
CS ? Met:
Son Syl:
? Del:
Surface:

&te?#tam#?anasa&
&te?#tcim#?anasa&
&te?#tcim#?ana:sa&
$te?#U?m#and:sa&
$te?#tci?m#and:sa&
$te#t^?ip#and:sa&
te tci?m
« ana:sa
'the boy drinks posol'

UL:
Stress:
VRL:
CS ? Met:
CS Ob Vg^:
CS Ob Vg? :
IVL:
CS ? Del:
? Del:
Surface:

&te?#hal1 OQ#?uk+?oy+pa&
&te?#hailoo#?i)k+?c5y+pa&
&te?#hclllo?o#iik+?<5y+pa&
&te?#hcil lo?r]#ug6ypa&
& t e?#hdllo?o#ti-g6 ypa&
&te?#hdl 1 c q #Ci•gdypa&
&te# hdlloo#&-gdypa&
te hdllog u-g<5ypa&
'his tooth is growing'

UL:
Stress:
VRL:
CS ? Met:
CS Ob Vg,:
CS Ob Vgi:
IVL:
Surface:

&te?+p+?iy#tic#wit+?iy+pa&
&t£?+p+?4y#tic#w4t+?fy+pa&
&td?biy#tic#v.4dfypa&
&t&?biy#t4 3 #wid4ypa&
&t&?biy#t4 3 #wi•dfypaS
tdvbiy t4 3 wi'diypa
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CS /c/ Deletion
In casual speech, the word-final /c/ of /?4c/ 'I1, /mic/ 'you',
and /pic/ 1 very/really1 is deleted preceding a consonantal-initial
word, excluding glottal stop, and varies between deletion and voicing
preceding /w/ or /y/-initial words.

Note the following data:

Careful speech

Gloss

?4c pic n4? uk4
t4?4pa
?4c n4kspa?am
pic hemec
pic w4h4
pic tukk4
mic t4g4yy4
mic wat n4ks4
?4c ,yukka?hpa

'I am very thirsty'

?4 pi n4? uk4 t4?4pa

'I am going now’
'It’s very heavy'
'It is very pretty'
'It is very cute'
'You entered'
'You aren't going'
'I am hungry'

?4
pi
pi
pi
mi
mi
?4

Casual speech

n4kspa?am
hemec
w4h4 ~ pi3 w4h4
tukk4
t4g4yy4
wad n4 ks4 ~mi' 3 wad n4ks4
yukka?hpa ~ ? 4 3 yukka?hpa

When /c/ precedes a glottal stop-initial word, the earlier
ordered first casual speech obstruent voicing rule is applied, thus
/c/ becomes / y and it is not deleted.

Since this process bleeds /c/

deletion, no non-glottal stop specification need be included in the
rule's structural description.

In the careful speech data following,

the later ordered glottal deletion rule has been applied, thus the
word-initial glottal stop is not pronounced:
Careful speech
?4c
?4c
pic
pic
mic
mic

arynaypa
okhehpa
etc4
okho?
ukk4
otoopa

Gloss
'I am studying 1
'I am resting*
'He really danced'
'It is very low'
'You drank'
'You speak'

Casual speech
?4^
?4^
pi^
pi 3
mi 3
mi 3

agmaypa
okhehpa
etc4
okho?
ukk4
otoopa

It can be noted in the preceding data that if the second casual
speech obstruent voicing rule were applied before /c/ deletion, /c/
would become voiced before sonorant consonants, rather than being
deleted.

To arrive at the correct surface form, therefore, /c/ dele
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tion must be ordered between the two casual speech obstruent voicing
rules.

Since /c/ is variable before the semivowels /y,w/, it seems

feasible to write a separate rule to cover that situation.

Two rules,

therefore, can be formulated from these data:
CS /c/ Deletion:

c

Condition:

0 /__# [+cons]

With /?4c/, /mic/, /pic/ only

CS /c/ Fluctuation:
Condition:

lj

c

1)
2)

-*■ 0 /__# jz^onsj
With /?4c/, /mic/, /pic/ only
Optional

.aking /c/ deletion optional in the second rule, if the rule

is not applied the /c/ will then be voiced by the following second
casual speech obstruent voicing rule as can be seen in the following
derivations:
'I am speaking'
UL:
VE:
Stress:
VRL:
CS Ob Vg-.:
CS c Del:
CScFluc:

&?4c#?otog+pa&
_ _ _ _ _ _
&?4c#?6tdo+pa&
&?4c#?6:t<5opa&
&?4^# o:tdopa&
----------_ _ _ _ _ _

CS Ob Vg2 :

- - —

Surface:

- -

?45 6 :tdgpa

'you aren't going 1
&mic#wa+t#n4ks&
&mic#wa+t#n4ks4&
&mic#wa+t#n4ks4&
—
----- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _
------------_ _ _ _ _ _ _
or
&mi#wat#n4ks4&
&mi*#wad#n4ks4& or
&mi#wad#n4ks4&
mi^ wad n4ksi
or
mi wad n4ks4

Whether the CS /c/ fluctuation rule is applied or not the result
ing surface form will be acceptable.
CS Sibilant Palatalization
It was stated previously that the sibilants /c,s/ became palat
alized before /i/, and that this allophonic process did not occur
across word boundaries.

In casual speech /j/ and /$/ can occur before

/
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/y/ across word boundaries.

In the case of /3/, the casual speech

obstruent voicing rules apply to /c/, resulting in /3 / which is then
palatalized to /j/ before /y/.
ish loan words.

This process is also applied to Span

For example, Spanish siempre [syempre] 'always' is

pronounced as [Sy&npre] and juicio [hwisyo] 'just' becomes [pwiSyu]
in Zoque.

Note the Zoque data below:

Careful speech

G1 oss

?isyonpa
sacyonpa
?4c yek y4h4?
te p4?nis yakhegrj4

Casual speech

'he is watching it fall'
'he is wiping it off'
'I am here'
'the man scared him'

?i$yonpa
sajyonpa
?4j yeg yihi?
te p4?ni§ yakheoo4

From these data, a casual speech sibilant palatalization rule
might be written:
CS Sibilant Palatalization:
Condition:

[+sib]

[+pal] /__y

Sentence-bounded
CS /ga/ Deletion

The verb prefixes /yagag-/ (/yak/ (causative) plus /°ao/
(perceptional)) and /?ogao-/ (/?ok/'downward motion' plus /?ag/) are
reduced to /yag-/ and /?oo-/ respectively in casual speech:
Careful speech
yagagka?mpa
yagagcoopa
yagagwakpa
?ogagce?g4ypa
?ogar^e?34ypa

Gloss
'he
'he
'he
'he
'he

is
is
is
is
is

closing it'
setting it on fire'
opening it'
asking'
going around searching'

Casual speech
ya gka?mpa
yagcoopa
yagwakpa
?ooce?g4ypa
?oome?^4ypa

From these data the following casual speech /ga/ deletion rule
can be written:
CS /ga/ Deletion:
Condition:

9*

/ f t !
Word-bounded
*

»
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CS Glottal Deletion
In casual speech, a glottal stop is deleted when occurring
between an unstressed vowel and a sonorant consonant which is followed
by a consonant or word boundary.

This rule would be fed by the iden

tical vowel deletion rule and it in turn would bleed sonorant syllabi
fication.

Note the following data:

Careful speech

Casual speech

Gloss

?&?mpa?mne?ete?
y 6 spa?m'hoho?
ka kuhu?o isdypa
h6ksku?v'dos4o
p6 no?np4 ?4 sta
wctya?y isso
c6 ko?^hd?eo
kCihu?nhd?nsta
<
«

'he is looking now also 1
'he is already working inside'
'that black bird is alert'
'weeding season'
'only the one that is weak'
'it's a cold place'
'with the heart'
'only with the black bird'

?&?mpamne?ete?
ybspam hoho?
ka krihuo 'Isdypa
hdkskuy d q s 4 o
p6nonp4?4sta
w&yay isso
c6 koyhd?eg
kuhuohd?psta

From these data, the following casual speech glottal deletion
rule can be formulated:
CS Glottal Deletion:

?

-*■ 0

/

V
_
[-str]

C
[+son]

CS /h/ Doubling
When a stem ending in /Vh/ precedes a glottal stop-initial
suffix, the glottal stop becomes /h/ in casual speech, resulting in
an /hh/ cluster.

Con. der the following data:

Gloss
'cleared land'
'it abounds'
'he is clearing land'
'it is coming loose'
'he is throwing'
'he is complaining'

Careful speech

Casual speech

yuh?ar)
sih?4ypa
yuh?oypa
woh?4mpa
£ih?oypa
?4h?4hpa

yuhhag
sihh4ypa
yuhhoypa
wohhimpa
dihhoypa
?4hhihpa

Across word boundaries the pre-ordered careful speech glottal
deletion rule would delete a word-initial glottal stop, thus bleeding

this process and effectively making it word-bounded
CS /h/ Doubling:
Condition:

Vh

?

=>

Word-bounded

Vhh

CHAPTER V
LOAN PHONOLOGY
In this chapter we are describing those distinctions or conflicts
in the pronunciation of a non-native Zoque loan word in its Zoque con
text as opposed to its original foreign context.
be considered in such a description.

Several points must

Since for CZ speakers two separ

ate phonemic systems appear to coexist, the likelyhood of fewer com
pletely assimilated forms would be higher, especially when considering
newly borrowed words.

Describing assimilation processes by means of

rules is difficult, since the rules must apply to an uncertain under
lying form due to the fact that we do not know how a Zoque speaker
hears a foreign word.

Sequences of sounds can be misinterpreted, or

features of pronunciation can pass unheard, so that the Zoque speaker's
assimilation rules may be applied to a sequence considerably different
than its original foreign pronunciation.
be considered.

The factor of time must also

Words borrowed at an earlier date are more likely to

be completely assimilated.

Assimilation rules which were perhaps ob

ligatory at one point in history appear to be lost, or not applied at
all at the present time, perhaps only traceable by those few forms
which were fully assimilated, lexicalized, and passed down from a form
er generation of Zoque speakers to the new as internal to the CZ
system.

As might be expected, for most loan words there are forms

freely varying between those less and more assimilated to Zoque.

The

possibility has been alluded to that less assimilated forms provide
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evidence for a specific underlying form, i.e., the sequence of sounds
in the foreign word have not been misinterpreted, while the more assimilated forms represent the application of assimilation rules.

In

the description of assimilation processes we will provide evidence of
varying forms where they are found to exist.
Loan words spoken by speakers of Zoque are borrowed predominant
ly from the Spanish language, with the exception of perhaps a few
Zapotec words borrowed from the Isthmus Zapotecs who reside nearby,
and with whom most contact is made outside the Zoque speaking commun
ity.
Internalized Loan Words
There are several Spanish loan words in common usage among CZ
speakers today which we will classify as internalized loan words,
those that have been assimilated, lexicalized, and passed down, and
are now considered "truly Zoque."

Most of these words have passed

through radical assimilation processes which have no current applica
tion, and if so, are limited versions of the original processes.
Though this paper deals with phonological rules with current applica
tion, I believe a description of some of the processes that are trace
able through these internalized loan words give clues about the
limited versions of those processes which may be applicable today and
also give evidence of some of the morpheme structure constraints in
herent to Zoque.

I will therefore list some of these words and

;Richard Rhodes, "Natural Phonology and MS Conditions," Papers
from the Eighth Regional Meeting, Chicago Linguistic Society (April
1972):544-57; and Julie B. Lovins, "Why Loan Phonology is Natural
Phonology," Papers from the Parasession on Natural Phonology, Chicago
Linguistic Society (April 1974):240-50.
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comment on the probable processes which are evidenced by a o

ison

with the Spanish pronunciation.
[ki:ne:ya]: Spanish guineo [gineo] 'small banana. 1

Word-initial

obstruent devoicing, CZ secondary and primary stress with accompanying
vowel lengthening, and epenthetic /y/ to separate vowel cluster.
Final /a/ could be misinterpretation of Spanish feminine gender.
[tf:yus]: Spanish dips [dyds] 'God' used in the context of
[tiryuskotd.ya?] 'thank you.'

Word-initial obstruent devoicing, CZ

primary stress placement and vowel length, epenthetic /y/ to separate
vowel cluster, and /o/ raising to /u/.
[wd:kas]: Spanish vaca [bdkaj 'cow.'

Word-initial /w/ possibly

a misinterpretation of fricative [b] in context of [la bdka] 'the cow1,
vowel length when stressed, final /s/ probably from plural, though this
form normally refers to a single cow.
[p£:td:nus]: Spanish piatano [pldtano] 'banana', used in CZ con
text as 'large cooking banana' as opposed to eating banana given above.
Word-initial consonant cluster reduced to /p/s CZ stress pattern and
vowel length, /o/ raised to ./u/, and possibly a plural /s/.
[mayftaj: Spanish martosa/o [maftosa] 'sly.'

/y/ epenthesis to

conform to CZ allophonic [fl] environment, deletion of /os/ internal
segment.
[pd:yu]: Spanish pafiuelo [pafiwdlo] 'handkerchief.'

Probable /y/

epenthesis preceding /ft/ followed by deletion of complex sequence
/fiwel/ and final /o/ raising to /u/.

Deletion of internal cluster

resulted in vowel lengthening.
[?ci:ku:sa]: Spanish aguja [?a§uha] 'needle.'

CZ secondary and

primary stress with vowel length, medial /g/ devoiced in a Zoque
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voiceless environment (no glottal stop following), early Spanish /£/
(presently /h/} de-palatalized since not preceding /i/.
[?a:si s ]: Spanish a ^ [?aho] 'garlic.'

Long vowel on stress,

early Spanish /§/ (h) de-palatalized since not preceding /i/ or follow
ing /y/, /o/ raised to /u/, and final plural /s/.
[krf:pwe]: Spanish caf6 [kafd] 'cofree.'

Irregular stress changed

to penultimate, /f/ substituted by sequence /pw/ which is the only se
quence in which native [p] occurs, and which closely approximates /f/.
Vowel length proves fact of assimilation and not hearing error, since
a consonant cluster would block vowel length, in native CZ words.
The few examples given above provide evidence of a previous pro
cess that devoiced word-initial voiced obstruents, since none occur
in that position in native CZ words.

This rule is no longer in effect,

though these few internalized forms retain the effects of such a rule.
A rule previously existed which raised all occurrences of /o/ to /u/.
A modified form of such a rule is currently in effect at the present
time, which raises a word-final /o/ to /u/.

There is a constraint in

CZ against vowel clusters, thus the /y/ epenthesis process which occur
red between two clustered vowels is still in effect.

No current rule

exists which deletes word-initial or word-medial complex sequences.
The substitution of the sequence /pw/ for Spanish /f/ is still a
current rule, as will be described.
There exist many shortened forms for Spanish proper names which
have become internalized which shed light on the relationship of / 1 /
and /r/ in CZ.

Two other words are also included in the following data
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Gloss
1 Mary 1

'Jerome'
'Norbert'
'RomaIdo'
'woodpecker'
'lame'

Spanish

Zoque

maria
heronimo
norberto
Pomp Ido
karpintdro
Pe^ko

m a :1 i
he:lo
nolbe?
lornrna?
kalpinte:ru
lepku ~ regku

These forms show the substitution of /1/ for Spanish /r/ wordmedially between non-identical vowels or preceding another consonant.
The last /r/ in the word for 'woodpecker' is an exception.

Word-

initial /P/ is substituted by a variation between /!/ and /r/.
tendencies are also seen in native CZ words.

These

One native CZ word has

been found in which / 1 / and /r/ vary freely word-initially: /Honaypa/
/rfgnaypa/ 'he is stretching his neck to look.'

With the exception

cf the above internalized forms, these processes are no longer applied
to newly borrowed words.
/o/ Raising
A word-final /o/, which designates masculine gender in Spanish,
is raised to /u/ by most CZ speakers.

This process provides a good ex

ample of a variation between a less-assimilated and a more-assimilated
form, as is shown below:
Gloss
peso' (money)
pure/only'
horse'
fierce/bad'
Tito' (name)
burro'
just/fair'

Less-assim.
per so
pii:ro
p y e :ro
tf :to
b u :Po
pwf:syo

More-assim.
pd:su
pu:ru
kci:ba:yu?
pyd:ru
tfttu
bu:Pu
pwf:$yu

The fact that there is a variation proves the operation of a
changing process.

On that basis a loan word rule raising a word-final

/o/ to /u/ will be formulated as:
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Loan /o/ Raising:
Condition:

o

->• u / __(?)#

Loan words only
/f/ and /hw/ Substitution

A Spanish /f/ or /hw/ (the latter written j_u in Spanish) becomes
[pw] preceding any vowel.
/w,y/) becomes [p].

An /f/ preceding a consonant (including

Mention should be made here that most Zoque con

tact with the Spanish language is made in the nearby Zapotec area of
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

There is a tendency among those Zapotecs

to pronounce Spanish names such as Juan [hwan] 'John' as [fan], thus
substituting [f] for Spanish [hw].

This factor may have influenced

the CZ substitution for [hw], although [pw] and [hw] are very close
acoustically.

/f/ is not native to CZ, therefore the substitution of

[pw] was apparently made since that sequence was the closest acousticall/ to /f/.

Since [p] only occurs preceding /w/ in native CZ, it was

substituted as a unit.

The labial [w] was lost preceding a consonant,

probably for the facility in pronunciation.

Taking this a step further

a tendency is developing to drop the fricative feature of [p] before
/y/, thus [py] varies with [py] for Spanish [fy].

Contrary to the

last rule, in which there were variant forms, these processes are con
sistent, in fact, native Zoque speakers who are bilingual in Spanish
make these substitutions while speaking Spanish.

The data illustrat

ing these processes will therefore be presented by a comparison
between the Spanish pronunciation and the Zoque pronunciation.
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Gloss

Spani sn

Zoque

'John'
'just'
'Fidel *
'Ralph'
'Wilfred'
'game'
'fire'
'fierce'
'holiday'

hwan
hwisyo
fidel
Pafael
bi 1 frido
hwego
fwego
fyero
fyesta

pwan
pwi:Syu
pwi:de?
Papwa?
bi 1 pri?
pw^:go
pwe:go
pyd:ru ~ pye:ru
py^sta ~ py^sta

The following rules can be written to show these processes:
Loan /f/ and /hw/ to /pw/:
Loan /f/ to /p/:

f

Loan /p/ Fluctuation:
Condition:

1)
2)

^!pWj

->• p
p

/
+

pw /

V

C
p

/__y

Loan words only
Optional
/y/ Epenthesis

There is a constraint in CZ against vowel clusters, thus a
Spanish loan word which has a vow
serted between the vowels.

cluster has an epenthetic /y/ in

As in the previous rules, there are no

less as opposed to more-assimilated forms with regard to /y/
epenthesis.
Gloss

Spanish

Zoque

'uncle'
'banana'
'go for walk'

tio
ginda
pasda

tf :yu
kl:ne:ya
p& ^eyac^kpa

A rule to show this epenthesis could be written as:
/y/ Epenthesis^:
Condition:

0

-*■ y

/V__V

Loan words only

A second /y/ epenthesis process, which has varying forms, applies
in the case of Spanish loan words in which /ff/ occurs.
uation /y/ is epenthesized before the /ft/.

In such a sit

This epenthesis is applied
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primarily by those CZ speakers who still retain the [n] allophone of
/'n/'.

Note the varying forms below:
Gloss

Less assimil.

‘mountain 1
‘sly*
‘year 1

More assimil.
m 6 ntdyha
mctyfia
?ctyhu

m 6 ntd:f1a
?d:fiu~?ci:fio

This second /y/ epenthesis rule could be written as:
/y/ Epenthesis2 :
Condition:

0

y /__?i

Loan words only
Other Processes

The regular Spanish stress pattern is penultimate, thus for the
majority of loan words there is no conflict with regard to stress.
For those Spanish words which have marked irregular stress, however,
that stress is retained in the borrowing.

Those loan words which are

polysyllabic are assigned a first-syllable secondary stress.
The vowel rearticulation and lengthening rule applies to all
loan words in the same manner as native CZ words, as has been illustrat
ed in all of the preceding examples.
Spanish loan words in which /d/ occurs retain the [d] pronuncia
tion in Zoque, even though it may not occur after /y/ or before /i/,
which is its restricted environment in native CZ words.

This retention

is a good example of the coexistent phonemic distinctions.
examples:
Gloss

Spanish

Zoque

‘monkey 1
‘job 1
‘dog’ (pooch)

da'ggo
ddmba
dudo

d^ggu
da'mba
dudu

Note these
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In the same manner [S], which occurs in one borrowed Isthmus
Zapotec word [Sugku?] 'last/'dear one 1 retains [£] even though it does
not occur after /y/ or before /i/.
The above loan word rules would be applied to any foreign word
and presumingly would be assigned to a separate phonological component
whose output would then pass through the regular CZ morphophonemic
and allophonic process applications.

CHAPTER VI
RULE ORDERING
The pertinent interrelationships among the preceding rules have
been discussed throughout this paper.
tion, however, has not been described.

The overall order of applica
This chapter, therefore,

provides an index of all the morphophonemic rules and careful and
casual speech allophonic processes in the order of their application
to underlying forms.
Morphophonemic Rules
(1)

Consonant Duplication:
Conditions:

(2)

/w/ Deletion:

w

/y/ Deletion:

y

Vowel Eper.thesis:
Conditions:

1)
2)
0
1)
2)

(5)

Vowel Harmony:

C;
+ 4
[- g lo t ] -

C
C +__4
[-glot]

Completive aspect marker only
Word-bounded

-*■ 0 /__(+?) =

Conditions:
(4)

1)
2)

-*■ C^ / V(?)

Completive aspect marker only
Word-bounded

-*■ 0 /

Conditions:
(3)

1)
2)

w

4

In verbal suffixes only
Sentence-bounded
-> 4 / C__ (?) =
on verb stem and non-clitic verb suffixes
only
Sentence-bounded
+

-*■ a /
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(6 )

Stative Vowel Raising:

(7)

q

-> w:

/

V
C,+
[+h1 ] 1 "

/h/ Deletion:

Word-bounded

h

Condition:
(9)

-* i

Q -* w /__V

Condition:
(8 )

e

-* 0 / ?__^
Word-bounded

Glottal Reduction:

(10) /4/ Umlaut:

4

? = ?

^

0 = ?

-+ a / (C1 V)2_ _ =

Condition:

Word-bounded
Allophonic Processes

(11) Primary Stress-|: V

-> [+stress 1] / # C __CQ$

(12) Primary Stress2 :
(13) Secondary Stress:
Condition:

-»■ [+stressl] /__ (YV^C^VC q S
V

-* [+stress 2] /$CQ__(C-|V} 2

Excluding monosyllabic pronominal or pre-verbal
stems

(14) Vowel Rearticulation and Lengthening:
0

-v Vi / ^ Vj ^

Condition:

(?)__

Word-bounded

(15) Identical Vowel Deletion:
Condition:

V- -»

C
[+son]
1

C
= C
~T>nas]

?

V

2

3

=4>

2 1 3

Sentence-bounded

(17) Glottal Metathesis:

Condition:

0 /C-jVC^V-?

Sentence-bounded

(16) CS Glottal Metathesis:

Condition:

r

C
jC-glottf V

C
[+son]
1

Word-bounded

?

V

2

3

2 1 3
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(18) CS^ Obstruent Voicing-|:

Condition:

C
0
E+vd]

Sentence-bounded

(19) Obstruent Voicing:

Condition:

C

C
0
[+vd]

?

Word-bounded

(20) CS /c/ Deletion:

c

Condition:

-* 0

# [+cons]

/

With /?4c/, /mic/, /pic/, only

(21) CS /c/ Fluctuation:
Conditions:

c
1)
2)

-* 0

#jlsyl^}

With /24c/, /mic/, /pic/ only
Optional application

(22) CS^ Obstruent Voicing2 :

Condition:

/

C
-*■ [+vd] /__
C
pson~J
[+son]
L-giotJ

Sentence-bounded

(23) Intermediate Vowel Lengthening:

Condition:
(24) z

-> s:

z

Word-bounded
s

(25) Glottal Reduction:

? ?

(26) CS Glottal Deletion:

?
? -> 0 /

(27) Sonorant Syllabification:
Condition:
(28) CS /ga/ Deletion:
Condition:
(29) /i/ Deletion:

V

V
[+str]

i

Condition:

V
_
[-str]

C
[+son]

[+syl] ?/ _ { S ]

Sentence-bounded

■fya_ol
•* 0 /.
K
j >J
Word-bounded
ga

0 /

V
?
[-str]

Word-bounded

C
[+son]

s
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(30) /4/ Deletion:

-*■ 0 / V+?__y

4
C-str]

Conditions:

Word-bounded
Possessive marker only

1)
2)

(31) Glottal Deletion:

?

0 / fV__#c

->

C#
(32) Sonorant Devoicing:

C
[+son]

(33) Sibilant Palatalization-|:
Condition:

-> [-vd] / ?__&
[+sib]

Condition:

C+sib]

-> [+pal] /__(C)i

Word-bounded

(35) CS Sibilant Palatalization:
Condition:

[+sib]

->■ [+pal] /__y

Sentence-bounded

(36) /n/ Palatalization: |+apfcJ
Conditions:

1)
2)

p

[+paT] / y__

Sentence-bounded
Optional application
p

Condition:

/__w

V
[-str]

Word-bounded

(38) CS /h/ Doubling:

Vh ?

Condition:

Vhh

Word-bounded

(39) /h/ Friction-j:

h

+

(40) /h/ Friction?:

h

-*■ h /
+

C ndition:
(41) Voiceless Release:

Condition:

-> [+pal] / y__

Sentence-bounded

(34) Sibilant Palatalization2 i

(37) /p/ Lenition:

V1

h /
V
phi “
+mid
-bk

Optional application

-

h /

-son
-glot
-sib
aF

Sentence-bounded

/'
_

& )
+cons”|i

1

(i

BF

JJ
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(42) Voiced Release:
Condition:

^

-* 9 / C__[+r.as]
Sentence-bounded

CHAPTL'R VII
MORPHEME STRUCTURE
In this chapter we will describe axiomatically those constraints
thit exist in the structure of native CZ morphemes, excluding loan
wot ds.
Axiom 1.

Nc vowel clusters occur.

When two or more vowels occur in a morpheme or across morpheme
bouraaries they are always separated by one or more consonants.

This

constraint was made manifest by the /y/ epenthesis to separ... \> vowel
cl us ;ers in loan words.
Axiom 2.

All free morphemes are consonant-initial.

The limitation to free morphemes is necessary because of the
occu rence of three bound morphemes which are vowel-initia': stative
/-e/ and the reciprocal agreement markers /-4tah/ and /-4h/.

Other

than these morphemes, all morphemes are consonant-initial.
Axiom 3.

Examples^

Any non-syllabic segment except a back nasal / q/ may
initiate a morpheme.
pin
tik
ca?
ki?
?ay
sik
\an
mok
nas
wn
r* i»
»
y+k
1 iO-naypa

'man/person'
'house'
'rock'
'hand'
'leaf'
'bean'
'daughter'
'corn'
'earth'
'iJade/face'
'black'
r* Q-naypa
varies with
he stretches his neck to look’
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Axiom 4.

No consonant clusters except /st/ in /-sta/ 'only' can
initiate a morpheme.

The bound form /-sta/ given in the axiom is the only occurrence
in CZ of a consonant cluster-initial morpheme.
Axiom 5.
Examples:

A free morpheme may end in any of the six CZ vowels, a
single consonant, or a cluster of two consonants.
Vaka
kini
kape
ho hi
hoho
£iku

'edge'
'nose'
'reed'
'tomorrow'
'palm tree'
'badger'

cuk
sah
hip
pin
kuy

'mouse'
'wing'
'mouth'
'person'
'tree'

naps
Ciks
mu?k

'purely/really
'little'
'straw'

Axiom 6 . A maximum of three consonants can occur finally in a
bound morpheme. The first member of a three consonant
cluster must be /?/ and the last member must be /s/.
The middle member can be /p/ or /k/.
Examples:

Axiom 7.

Examples:

hi?ksme?ksnu?ksko?pski?ps-

'hurry'
'carry on hip
'invite'
'catch'
'to divine'

If a morpheme ends in a two consonant cluster, the
first member of the cluster must be /?/, /k/, or /p/.
If the cluster is /k/ or /p/-initia 1, the second con
sonant member is /s/. If the cluster is glottal stopinitial the last consonant member may be any phoneme
except /r/, /w/, or /?/.
£iks
nikskeksnaps
sopshc :ppa?tha?kwa?c

'little'
'go'
'snap branches'
'purely/really’
'poke with stick
'grind coarsely'
'find'
1 drown'
'root'
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po?s
ka?hki 7111pi ?nhi ? q
pi?lwa?y
Axiom 8 .
Examples:

Axiom 9.
Examples:

’guava'
'die'
'climb'
'touch'
'a plain
'pulsate
'hair'

If a morpheme ends in a single consonant, /w/ and /!/
do not occur in that position.
hip
Sit
t4k
tic
ni?
nas
sah
kom
pin
kao
naks-tir
kuy

'mouth1
'mucus1
'house'
'tooth'
'water'
'earth'
'wing'
'post'
'person'
'tiger'
'sling'
'tree'

The following consonant-vowel distribution can occur
in a single morpheme: C,CV,CVC,CVCC,CVCCC,V,VC, and VCVC.
C:

-?

(imperative)

CV:

-pa
-wi

(incompletive)
(completive)

CVC:

CVCC:

CVCCC:

V:
VC:
VCVC:

only occurrence

tik
'house'
pin
'person'
(see others above)
(mosc common pattern)
diks
naps
mu?k

'little'
'purely/really'
'straw'

hi?psnu?ksko?ps-

'be delicious'
'invite'
'catch'

-e

(stative)

-ih

(reciprocal agreement marker)

-itah

(reciprocal agreement marker)

only occurrence

APPENDIX
LIST OF SYMBOLS
C

=

Any consonant, including glides /w,y,h,?/.

C0

= Occurrence of zero or more consonants.

C-j

= Occurrence of one or more consonants.

C.j

= Occurrence of identical consonant.

V

= Any vowel.

V.j

= Occurrence of identical vowel.

V:

= Long vowel.

V-

= Vowel with intermediate length.

v

V

= Unstressed vowel.

V

= Vowel with primary stress.

\

V
(3

=$

= Vowel with secondary stress.
= Null segment;

infers deletion of a segment.

=

"Becomes" (when one segment is replaced by another)

=

"Becomes" (when several segments are replaced by several others,
or change positionally in relation to one another).

+

= Morpheme or formative boundary.

=

= Clitic boundary.

#

= Word boundary.

$

= Stress group or phonological word boundary.

&

= Sentence boundary.

/__

= "In the environment of"

{ } =

Choice of two or more environments within the braces.
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When there is no subscript outside the parentheses means the
optional occurrence of a segment within. When a subscript
number is outside the parentheses, it refers to the minimal
number of occurrences of the combined segments within, e.g.,
(C-]V) 2 means at least two syllables, each initiated by one
or more consonants.
refers to a particular phoneme or phonemic transcription of a
word.
refers to a particular phone or phonetic transcription of a
word. When have + or - within, refer to the positive or
negative feature noted concerning a segment.
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